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The problem. PL 94-142 mandated a process of
developing an Individual Educational Program (IEP) tor each
LD student and thus replaced the curriculum of the regular
educational program. The developmental process of the IEP
has several problematic areas. One possible method for
elimination of some of these problems is to supplement the
IEP with an articulated base curriculum. To date, little
information is available regarding the use of a base
curriculum in programs for LO students.

Purpose. This study was concerned with curriculum
development as a supplement to the IEP process in LO
programs in Iowa. In addition to data regarding the
existence of cur r i cu.La , it sampled the philosophical stance
of professionals regarding such curricula.

Procedure. A two-part questionnaire was sent to 316
randomly selected teachers of LD students and fifteen AEA
supervisors of consultants to LD programs in Iowa. A
response rate os 62 percent was achieved. Responses were
reported as frequencies and percentages.

Findings. Responses from LD teachers indicated that
thirty five percent were using or developing a base
curriculum to supplement the IEP process. These curricula
were most frequently based on regular program objectives
with modification in teaching strategies and materials
suited to the LO student1s needs. Curricula were most
frequently developed by adapting and combining existing
materials. Those most frequently inVOlved were learning
disability teachers with support of AEA support personnel
and regular program teachers.

Conclusions. 1. There is a need to supplement the IEP
process to assure the longitudinal continuity of program
objectives. 2. A separate, exclusive set of objectives is
not appropriate or necessary for LD students. 3. Regular
program objectives are approriate for LD students if
tea chi n g s t rat e 9 i e sand mat e ria 1 s are mod if i e d • 4 .
Professionals utilize materials already in existence as a
basis for curriculum development for LO programs. 5. The
range of curriculum for LD programs is quite narrow, with
most available for the resource program model.



Recommendatioos. A central collecting procedure for
curriclular information for the LD programs shoUld be
developed at the state level with some provision for
reciprocity at the national level. Additionally, there is a
need for teacher education programs to address the areas
that are problematic in IEP development with concomitant
skill development for future teaching personnel.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

with the implementation of Federal Public Law 94-142 in

1975 came numerous changes designed to improve educational

programs for the handicapped. This Congressional Act

provides equal access to educational resources for all

persons between three and twenty-one years of age. It

states that these opportunities must be " ••• special

educational opportunities sufficient to meet the needs and

maximize the capabilities of children requiring special

education. "I It further requires that these opportunities

be commensurate with the level provided students not

requiring special educational services.

To provide evidence of complianca with the law, an

Individualized Educational Program (IEP) must be developed

for each student enrolled in special educatonal programs.

Based on an evaluation of individual student educational

needs, the IEP would include (a) a statement of present

levels of educational performance, (b) a statement of annual

goals including short-term objectives, (c) a statement of

specific educational services to be provided and the extent

to which the student will be able to participate in regular

educational programs, (d) a projected date for initiation

IMichael D. Ferguson, "Special Education: The Struggle
for Equal Educational Opportunity in Iowa, Ii J:..Q..lig L:..a.li Reyiew
62, No. 5 (June 1977), 1301.

1
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and anticipated duration of services, and (e) appropriate

objective criteria and evaluation procedures and schedules

for determining, at least on an annual basis, whether the

instructional objectives are being achieved. l

The purpose of the IEP is to provide individual student

programming accountability to teachers, administrators,

parents and school systems. It is not intended to be a

legal contract. Rather, it is a tool for documentating the

educational planning necessary to provide an appropriate

education to meet the special educational needs of the

handicapped student.

Previously developed curricula for regular educational

programs are replaced by this more individualized approach.

This makes the IEP(for the individual handicapped student)

the curriculum, and any use of regUlar curriCUlar objectives

is appropriate only if designated in this document.

The IEP is designed by a committee and is based on

guidelines put forth in PL 94-142. It addresses students'

individual educational needs as perceived by parents,

evaluators, teachers and administrators. It is to be

redeveloped annually by those persons providing education

services, with input from parents and the student.

Statement of Problem

'.

Even though the IEP process replaces all existing

curricula that would apply to the handicapped student if

IFederal Public Law 94-142, Section 4A,19.
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placed in regular educational programs, it does not contain

all the components that are given consideration in the

development of a comprehensive curriculum. While providing

goals and objectives based on individual student needs, it

does not provide assurance of the longitudinal continuity of

those objectives as they relate to the nature of the

development process itself. l Also, with the shift of

emphasis to individual student needs, there is a danger that

insufficient consideration will be given to the overall

social concerns that are the basis for educational

programming. 2

Another area of concern is that of coordination of

special educational programs with those of regular

education. The PL94-142 mandate to provide maximum

mainstream involvement, and re-entry possibilities, are made

unnecessarily difficult, if not impossible, when the special

education programs do not coordinate their efforts with

existing regular education programs for the

non-handicapped. 3

Each rEP is to be developed by a --caromittee cons isting

of parents, teachers, administrators, evaluators, and when

appropriate, the student. This format was designed to

assure broad responsibility and expertise for the

development process. 4 In those cases where the committee

IBarbara Tymitz-Wolf, "Guidelines for Assessing rEP
Goals and Objectives," Teaching Exceptional Children 14, No.
S (Mar. 1982), 199.

2Theodore A Chandler, "IEP is not PIE in the Sky:
Special Education as a Great Experiment," Education
Unlimited 2, No.5 (Nov/Dec. 1980), 17.

3William Van Til, What are the Sources of Curriculum?
(NEA & Assln for Supervision and Curriculum Development,
1962). Pamphlet.

4Joseph Watras r "lEP's Are Not the Answer," Educational
Leadership, 39, No.2 (Nov. 1981), 143.
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s is actually used there are problems. Committee

members often feel little or no individual responsibility

for the lEP, thereby creating less, rather than more, total

program responsibility. Committee members have no

requirement to be trained as curriculum developers, this may

account for some of the deficits being noted in the

individual student IEP's.1

In practice, the teacher is the person who usually

develops the IEP.2 This is a problematic area for IEP

development in that the teacher is not specifically trained

in the area of curriculum development.

Of further concern is the unusual amount of time spent

by the teacher in the lEP development process. Many

teachers are not well trained in the area of goal and

objective development. This demand on time and effort has

been blamed for the build-up of teacher stress leading to

teacher burn-out and consequent attrition. 3

lEP developers frequently fail, whether committee or

individual teacher, to specify the total educational program

for the student. Most frequently they will address the

areas of remediation in reading and mathematics and leave

the remainder of the educational program unstated. 4

IBarbara Nadler and Ken Shore. "Individualized
Educational Programs: A Look at Realities," Education
Unlimited, 2, No.3 (April 1980),31-32. "

2A.P. Turnbull and others, "Parental Involvement in
Developing and Implementing the IEP: Training Professionals
and Parents," Education a.n..Q Training .Q.f .:t.ill:. Mentally
Retarded, 13, No.4 (1978), 414.

3nanie1 Morgan, "Characteristics of a Quality IEP,"
Education Unlimited, 86, No.4 (May/June 1981), 15.

4S u s a n J. Schenck. "An Analysis of I.E.P.ls for L.D.
Youngsters," Journal .Q..f. Learning disabilities, 14, No.4
(April 1981), 222.
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There is an additional concern. IEP's that meet the

regulations of the law do not, necessarily, meet its intent

provide the most appropriate educational program for the

handicapped student in the least possible restrictive

educational environment. Most research on the IEP process

focuses on the compliance issue, with considerable reference

to the need for more substantive evaluation of the

educational programs provided therein. l

Because the IEP process tends to make the curriculum

for the handicapped student very diffuse, it has caused an

additional problem in the area of program evaluation. In a

time when awareness of the need for program accountability

is quite high, the lack of stucture to the curriculum for

the handicapped does not permit the comparison necessary for

definitive evaluation.

Purpose of Study

At the present time, very little state-af-the art

information is available regarding the development and

utilization of base curriculum supplementation of the IEP

process for learning disabled students. The purpose of this

study was to determine the extent to which the rEP process

has been supplemented by a specific curriculum designed for

the learning disabled. It further examines the philsophical

thrust and methodological considerations involved in the

development of existing curricula. Opinions of

professionals regarding the philosophical thrust of

curricula developed for the learning disabled were also

examined.

This investigation was intended to be a step toward the

acquisition of a body of information from which developers

and redesigners of curriculum may draw upon for inclusion in

lNadler and Shore, p. 32.
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development projects. It also represents information

which standards may be derived for the development of

evaluation.

Research Questions

This study addressed the following concerns for

curriculum development for the supplementation of the IEP

process. It applies to current practices in the State of

Iowa.

1. To what extent are there specific curricula in use

in learning disability programs?

2. What are the prevailing attitudes of professional

regarding the thrust of curricula for the learning disabled?

3. What is the philosophical focus of curriculum

projects in use at the present time? How does this

information compare to what professionals feel the focus

should be?

4. what processes have been used in the development of

specific curricula for the learning disabled?

5. What relationship exists bet.een currently used

curricula for the learning disabled and curricula use for

regular educational programming?

6. What is the perceived effectiveness of curricula

currently in use?

7. What is the structure of curricula currently in use

in programs for the learning disabled?

Significance of Study

Complete, accurate and current information regarding

the use of support mechanisms for the iep process, as it

applies to the programs for learning disabled students, is

needed in order that criteria for adequate comparisons of

such programs in providing cost-effective educational
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may be made. Without this type of information to

provide a basis for comparison of individual learning

disability programs with other similar programs, as well as

with regular educational programs, effective evaluation will

be limited to the existing types of compliance studies which

speak only of the presence, or absence, of specific

components required by law, and not to the quality of

education provided.

Developers and redesigners of curricula will be helped

in their work by the existence of a pool of resource

information. l Even though each school district, and student

program, has its own characteristics, many similarities

exist within the developing programs contained under the

same system of governance. A greater flow of information

from a variety of sources will enhance the entire field of

curriculum development for the learning disabled student.

Limitations of study

This study was limited to a desc~iption of current

practices and the philosophical stance of those consultants

and teachers directly involved in learning disabilty

programs in the State of Iowa. Programs within the State of

Iowa were analyzed as to their structure, philosophical

focus and developmental characteristics relative to the

curriculum offered.

Definition of Terms

For this study the following definitions apply:

lGalen J. Saylor, .Nh.Q 1?lanned t..h.e. Curriculum? (h.
Lafayette, IN: Kappa Delta Pi Press, 1982), 1-3.
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CURRICULUM-an articulated outline that assumes the

validity of a fixed group of facts, skills and

activities arranged in a developmental sequence and

developed for the education of a specific

population.

INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM (IEP)-a formal written

program developed by school personnel, a student's

parents, and when appropriate, the student, in order

to delineate assessment, placement, goals and

objectives, duration of special services, special

services, and evaluation procedures, for the

educational programs of handicapped learners.

LEARNING DISABLED-a student of average or better

intelligence who exhibits significant deficits in

one or more essential learning processes requiring

special educational techniques. These deficits must

not be primarily due to sensory, motor, emotional

handicap or lack of educational opportunity.

LEAST RESTRICTIVE ENVIRONMENT-placement of a handcapped

learner no more removed from regular class placement

than is most appropriate for the student's

educational needs. t

LONGITUDINAL CONTINUITY-a system of monitoring and

evaluating skills and ideas taught at any level to

insure that they are appropriate to the previous and

future levels of educational programming.

r-mINSTREAMING-the practice of placing handicapped

students in regular educational programs for part or

all of their school experiences based on the idea

that this will be the least restrictive educationl

environment for that student.

SELF-CONTAINED-special educational placement developed

for severely disabled students with a program

designed for the disabled, that differs greatly from

regular educational placement.
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ROOM PROGRAM-A classroom or other room, staffed

by a specially trained teacher, where disabled

students may receive special services for part of

the day away from the regular classroom. Services

in this room are limited to two hours per day.

SPECIAL CLASS WITH INTEGRATION-special educational

placement based on the need for disabled students to

spend most of their time in a program designed for

those with similar disabilities but who may benefit

from limited placement in programs for the regular

student.

COMPENSATION l-iODEL-a program design model based on the

philosophy that emphasis on teaching student

survival skills so they may function in society

should take precedence over other educational

considerations.

BASIC SKILLS MODEL-a program design model based on the

philosophy that emphasis should be on the

instruction and remediation in the basic academic

skills.

TUTORIAL OR CONTENT lI'10DEL-a program design model based

on the philosophy that emphasis should be on the

acquisition of content in academic courses.

WORK STUDY OR VOCATIONAL TRAINING-a program design model

based on the philosophy that emphasis should be

primarily on job related skills and on-the-job

experiences.

LEARNING STRATEGIES OR PROCESS MODEL-a program design

model based on the philosophy that emphasis should

be on how to learn and the amilioration of

underlying neuropsychological deficits rather than

on teaching any specific content.

ECLECTIC MODEL-a program design model based on the

philosophy that emphasis in programming should be

individually chosen, and that all known approaches

should be available in individual student program

planning_
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Design of Study

In order to collect data on the current practices and

opinions of curriculum development for LD programs a

questionnaire format was chosen. A survey population was

chosen from consultants and teachers of LD programs as it

was felt they would have the most direct and complete

information.A list of all consultants and teachers was

obtained from the Iowa State Department of Public

Instruction for the 1983-4 school year. Questionnaires

designed to answer research questions were developed with

the assistance of members of the Drake University faculty as

well as the consultant for learning disabilities for the

Iowa State Department of Public Instruction, Special

Education Division. The survey instrument consisted of two

pa.rts: a general opinion survey and a current practices

survey.

The opinion survey questions were oriented toward broad

categories of concern, and general perceptions regarding

current practices. The current practices survey was

designed to give specific information regarding current

curriculum projects and practices. These questionnaires

were intended to be as inclusive as possible, yet capable of

being completed in a minimum amount of time. This objective

was accomplished by having very few items requiring

narrative answers. Most items could be responded to by

simply checking the appropriate response item or items.

The following chart indicates the relationship of

specific questionnaire items to the research question they

are intended to answer.

Question #1 To what extent are there
specific curricula in use in
learning disabi1ty programs?

Responses Part B Items
1,2,3,4,5



Question 41:2 What are the prevailing
attitudes of professionals
regarding the thrust of
curricula for the learning
disabled?

11

Responses Part A All Items

Question #3 What is the philosophical focus
of curriculum projects in use
at the present time? How does
this information compare to
what professionals feel the
focus should be?

Responses Part B Items 6,7,8

Question #4 What processes have been used
in the development of specific
curricula for the learning
disabled?

Responses Part B Items 14,15

Question #5 What relationship exists
between currently used
curricula for the learning
disabled and that in use for
regular educational
programming?

Response Part B
~

I'tem 11

Question #6 What is the perceived
effectiveness of curricula
currently in use?

Response Part B Item 16

Question #7 What is the structure of
curricula currently in use in
programs for the learning
disabled?

Responses Part B
9,10,12,13,17

Items

The survey population selected was (1) all consultant

supervisors of learning disabilities programs in the fifteen

Area Education Agencies in the State of Iowa during the

1983-4 school year, (2) teachers of elementary learning

disability programs in the State of Iowa during the 1983-4

school year, (3) teachers of junior high (middle school)
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rning disability programs in the State of Iowa during the

83-4 school year, (4) and teachers of secondary learning

..........u,lJilities programs in the State of Iowa during the 1983-4

school year. Because this population was too large to be

surveyed, a simple random sampling procedure was applied to

each sub-group to select the actual survey sample.

Questionnaires with a cover-letter explaining the

purpose of the study were mailed. Follow-up requests to

those who did not respond were mailed approximately three

weeks after the first mailing. This was done to insure a

reasonably complete set of information with a minimum

response rate chosen at 50% of the sample.

Analysis of the information describing the structure,

implementation, and development of curricula for the

learning disabled was done by means of frequency tallies of

the responses. Most items were reported as a percentage of

the total group as well as a percentage of the respondents

to the survey instruments. Summary information was reported

on any comments or additions to the survey made by the

respondents.

Analysis of the opinion survey data was made by means

of frequency tallies with the mean and standard deviation

also reported. The sub-groups were also compared by means

of a Chi-Square test of significance in order to determine

the independence of response from sub-group membership.

The segments of this stUdy were designed to survey
,

present practices and opinions in curriculum development for

LD programs in Iowa and did not attempt to make any

evaluation beyond the perceived effectiveness opinions of

the users. Evaluation, in terms of strategies and success,

requires a detailed investigation of specific programs.

Before this can be done, a contextual perspective must be

established. This study sought to establish just such a
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by examining the range of perceptions and practices

a state level.

Summary

This chapter has included a statement of the research

problem and purpose of the study, delineation of research

questions, a statement of significance, limitations, list of

operational definitions, and design of the study. Chapter

II reviews literature related to learning disability

programming, the lEP's relationship to curriculum,

problematic areas in IEP implementation, relevant research

studies, curriculum development theory and futuristic

concerns. Chapter 3 contains a description of the structure

of the study and Chapter 4 reports the results of the study

with comparative analysis when appropriate. Chapter 5

summarizes the study and reports conclusions and

recommendations for future research.



CHAPTER TWO

Review of Related Literature

Introduction

This review of related literature deals with (ll the

historical background of educational programming for

students with learning disabilities, (2) the relationship of
the rEP to curriculum, (3) problematic areas in

implementation of the rEP, (4) the relationship of

curriculum for learning disabled students to that of regular

education, (5) research studies related to curriculum

development in programs for the learning disabled, (6)

concerns for the future application of the rEP process as a

means of program provision for the learning disabled and (7)

general information regarding development, usage, and
evaluation of educational curricula.

~.
A great variety of materials were surveyed. These

included a comprehensive search and review of documents

listed as relating to learning disabilities, communication

disorders, curriculum design, curriculum development , and

curriculum research held by the Education Resources

Information Center (ERIC) system. Searches were also made

of dissertations related to these same descriptors from the

year 1975 to present. Related journal articles and

professional books were also reviewed. The review is

organized to document the inferred need for curriculum

development to supplement the rEP process. Additionally it

emphasizes the perceived need to coordinate that curriculum

with general education and to evaluate the substantive

validity of special edcuational programs provided by the IEP

process. It is primarily limited in scope to those programs

for the learning disabled. This summary of the findings

14
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the context in which research questions and data of

study were handled.

History of Learning Disability Programming

Learning disabilities as a concept and a category of

special educational service delivery is relatively new. It

encompasses earlier concepts of reading disabilities,

perceptual handicaps, dyslexia, developmental aphasia, and

minimal brain dysfunction, and was adopted to describe

behavioral deficits of students in educational settings

rather than utilizing more limiting etiological explanations

of these disorders. l A learning disabled person is by

behavioral description one who has

a disorder in one or more of the basic
psychological processes involved in understanding
or in using language, spoken or written, which
may manifest itself in an imperfect ability to
listen, think, speak, read~ write, spell, or do
mathematical calculations.~

The term does not include persons with learning problems

which are primarily the result of vislral, hearing, or motor

handicaps, of mental retardation, or of emotional, cultural

or economic disadvantage. 3

According to the federal government's report of expert

testimony given in relationship to the development of rules

and regulations for PL 94-142,4 approximately one to three

percent of students from age three to twenty-one will show a

significant form of learning disability. These figures are

arbitrary in nature, based on the testimony of experts

rather than actual research findings. Incidence varies

lEarold E. t-'litzel, e d , Encylopedia QfEducatiQnal
Research, Vol. If 5th ed. (New York:Macmillan and Free
Press, 1982), p. 1060.

2Federal Register. 42, No. 163 (Aug. 23, 1977), 26.

3Ibid., p. 26. 4Mitzel, p. 1060
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widely due to the many factors that influence the

identification of students with learning disabilities {i.e.

local history of special educational programs, affluence

the local community, available services and the

instrumentation of assessment}.l

In 1975, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act

(Public Law 94-142) was enacted. As a result all states

recognize learning disabilities as a handicapping condition

in need of special educational considerations. Prior to

1975 most educational services for the learning disabled

were provided in facilities connected with universities or

in special private facilities.

Early public educational programs for the learning

disabled were modeled after those for the very severely

handicapped which segregated them from the remainder of the

school population. This was followed by a trend to use

resource room models. These two models represent a wide

disparity in the restrictive environment. Where the

resource model is designed to remove the student from

regular educational programming only ~o the extent necessary

to provide an "appropriate" education, the previous model

completely segregates the LD student from the regular

educational environment.

Programming today includes a continuum of models that range

from these two extremes and which are dependent on state or

local philosophy to dictate choices available to learning

students.
"

Relationship of rEP to Curriculum

To ensure that educational services delivered under

PL94-l42 comform to the law, an Individual Educational

IMitzel, p. 1060. 2rbid. I p , 1064.
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Program (rEP) must be developed for each student. This

document should specify the annual goals and enabling

objectives for each student based on individual assessment

data. The rEP has become a replacement, or at least a

supplement to, the regular curriculum program.

According to Turnbull, Leonard and Turnbull,

The rEP iJ2. the special education (i.e.,
specially designed instruction) curriculum
(i. e., goals, obj ectives means of
evaluating placement and related services)
for each handicapped child. l

Appropriate education for a "regular" education student is

defined by the various facets of the mandated curriculum.

For special education students appropriate education is

defined by the rEP. According to Bullard and Zettel, the

educational program for the handicapped student

receives its definition ••• through the
mechanism of the written I.E.P. as required
by P.L.94-142. Therefore, what is agreed
to by all parties becomes in fact the
"appropriate" educational program for that
particular child. 2 ~

On the same subject, Bennett states that "the document

Serves to define the meaning of an approprate education for

individual children."3

lAnn Turnbull, Judith E. Leonard and Rutherford
TurnbUll, "Defensible Analysis of P.L.94-142," Journal Qf
~till Education 15, No.1 (198l), 27.

2Joseph Bullard and Jeffery Zettle, "Public Law 94-142
and Section 504:What They Say About Rights and Protection,"
Exceptional Children, 44, No.3 (Nov. 1977), 177.

3Randy Elliott Bennett, "Evaluating Individualized
Education Programs, DiagnQstigue, 7, No.2 (1981), 91.
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'l'llese all serve to show the strength of the IEP's

pelationship to the curriculum in educational planning for

the handicapped student.

Problematic Areas in Implementation of rEP

With the implementation of the rEP as a curricular

teplacement its importance in educational programming became

crucial for students whose programs it gUided. Problems

often arise with use of any new process. The rEP was no

exception. These problems have caused some educators to

question the process itself asa viable means of program

provision and use. The following is a summary of problems

identified in a search of current literature.

Governance

The inception of most programs for the learning

disabled came about as a result of the enactment of PL

94-142. Because of the structure of the law, not all..
responsibility for providing services fell to the local

education agency. State agencies charged with the

monitoring of educational services held a great deal of the

implementation responsibility. Consequently,

representatives of those agencies were, in some cases,

closely involved in decisions regarding local program

development. In Iowa, for example, much of the respons

ibility was delegated to Area Education Agencies which in

some cases were the direct providers of educational

programs. This has resulted in some cases of local

districts providing space only and an education agency

actually administering the educational component. Further

separateness has been caused by special educational programs

inadequately planned and implemented. This has several

sources, including the use of different standards for

evaluation, different instructional priorities, and

divergent procedures and emphasis. The result is regular
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grams and support programs often at cross-purposes and,

ore, not able to work smoothly together. l This can

pose a serious problem for the student placed only partially

in the support program or needing to integrate from the

Support program services to those of the regular educational

program.

The dissonance between support and the governing school

systems concerning the effectiveness of current practices in

programming for LD students has caused some administrators

to the call for legislative change in laws governing both

funding and implementation of these programs. They feel the

process has substantial difficulties in meeting the needs of

the greater educational community involved and could be

better stuctured by legislative change. 2

Of further concern is the likelihood that governance of

special eductional programs, including those for LD

students, may return to a more local level.,3 With the

maturing of special educational programming processes, and

an increasingly restrictive economic base, this transfer may

be both feasible and necessary. This.transfer can succeed

only if support programs, such as learning disability

programs, can be integrated as a part of the greater

system. 4

lMichael J. Hannifen and Bradley K. Barrett, "Preparing
for Educational Change: Incorporating the Support Curriculum
into the Basic Curriculum," American Education, 19, No.4
(May 1983), 32.

2Nadler and Shore, p. 30.

3R.D. Kneedler and S.G. Tarver, Changing Perspectives
.in Special Education, (Columbus, OH: Merrill Pub. Co., 1977)
21.

4 .' r- 33Hannlren, p..
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To accomplish this, administrators need to be assured

all facets of the support system are educationally

sound and thus not a burden to the greater system. l There

is concern about more efficient use of time and fiscal

resources. The prime temporal and fiscal factor in

provision of these special educational services is the

development of completely individualized educational

programs. According to Price and Goodman, it is necessary

to line up more efficient means of development for the IEP

process in order to make the provision of support service an

effectual process. 2

competency Testing

The need for special education to address the use of

minimal competency testing does not appreciably differ from

that same need in other educational programs. In remarks

related to this need, Jordan states,

oT oppose the notion of minimal academic

competency is ridiculous. The idea isn't

new; a nemesis we've wrestled with for

years.

defend

lose. 3

The bottom line is this: if we

our right to be incompetent, we

According to Amos,4 because of growing public

dissatisfaction with public education, there has been a

demand in some circles for minimum competency testing. This

lNadler, p. 33.

2Marianne Price and Libby Goodman, "Individualized
Education Programs: A Cost Study," Exceptional Children 46,
No. 6 (March 1980), 446

3M. Jordan, IIHow to Overcome, II 'Newsweek, (Oct. 1979), 27.

4Katherine M. Amos, nCompetency Testing: Will the L.D.
Student Be Included?1I Exceptional Children, 47, No.3
(November 1980), 194-97.
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testing affects graduation requirements and thereby affects

the secondary learning disabled student. This testing may

have the affect of assisting in the early identification of

the learning disabled. It will further cause emphasis on

survival type skills in the general curriculum. There may

be some need to make modifications in testing procedures

for the special student. However, if the approach is

carefully designed it should become an asset in programming

for the learning disabled in that a more systematic approach

to individual educational objective selection may result.

In an article relating the IEP process and minimum

competency testing, Olsenl discusses the need to move from

the current practice of choosing IEP goals from

individualized conceptual framework to a process of choosing

them from a curricular framework which ties them to those of

the school system. This needs to be done to prevent the

isolation of the special student not only from the minimum

competency requirements but from any potential re-entry into

regular classes.

There have not been any document~d moves to develop a.
comprehensive integration between the minimum competency

testing practice and the rEP process. There needs to be

clarification of the relationship between the two as both

are seeking to accomplish the same purpose. That is to

increase the number of persons leaving school who possess

the capabilities of coping with the environment.

Another related aspect discussed by Ross and Weintraub 2

is the concern for specified graduation requir~ments and

their relationship to the special student. This issue

lK.R. Olsen, "Minimum Competency Testing and the IEP
Process," Exceptional Children, 47, No.3 (November 1980),
176-82.

2J.W. Ross and F.J. Weintraub, "Policy Approaches
Regarding the Impact of Graduation Requirements on
Handicapped Students," Exceptional Children, 47, No.3
(November 1980), 200-03.
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relates both to the special student's ability to meet these

~equirements and the current trend toward educational

accountability. With specified minimum competency

requirements, teachers become less willing to make

adaptations in course requirements or methodologies, thus

making it more difficult for the special student to remain

successful in the regular class setting. If, however, the

special student is placed in a special educational progarm

and, the IEP does not conform to the same curriculum and

standards, and then minimal competency testing is avoided or

compromised, some educators feel that graduation standards

are compromised.

Developmental Process

PL 94-142 mandates that an individual student's

educational program be developed by a committee process in

order to ensure the broadest look at the student's

educational needs. In practice this has often not been the

case. IEP's are usually developed by the special education

teacher without the assistance of a committee. The

committee frequently functions only a~ a placement

committee, leaving the special education teacher it's

findings to develop long range goals and enabling

objectives. These are then presented to the parents for

their approval. l

In a stUdy reported in 19BO by the Council for

Exceptional Children, only five in fourteen conferences for

rEP development used a legally constituted committee. 2

Further, most conferences were found to be viewed as a means

of informing the parent of the IEP content rather than the

development of the document's content. The teacher was the

most frequent developer of goals and objectives in the

lschenck, An Analyis of I.E.P.'s fr L.D. Youngsters, p.
223.

25. Goldstein and others,U An Observational Analysis of
the rEP Conference," Exceptional Children, 46, No.4 (1980),
279.
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's studied.l Several other authors have reported

I..t::COl'-Uo;:rs as the most frequent developers of IEP's.2

This resulted in an IEP process with little continuity

one teacher to the next, with each using their own

philosophical stance and favorite materials as a basis for

rEP development. 3 As a consequence, special education in a

given school is often a system of unrelated classes and any

continuity is achieved accidently.4

Specific problems experienced by many teachers in

developing IEP's included: (a) choosing the most important

objectives,

(b) deciding how many objectives to include, (c) developing

a hierachial ranking with appropriate sub-tasks, (d) trouble

with the actual writing of objectives, (e) difficulty

relating goals to objectives, (f) difficulty choosing

objectives appropriate to the student's level of function,

and (g) failure to provide relevant evaluative criteria. S

Much of this is due, according to Dena & Mirkin, to the

lack of training given teachers on th~ process of IEP

development. 6 Teachers are trained i; etiology,

lIbido p. 281.

2Barbara L. Tymitz, "Instructional Aspects of the
IEP:An Analysis of Teachers' Skills and Needs," Educational
Technology, 20, No.9 (Sept. 1980), 13; David A. Sabatino,
RAre appropriate Educational Programs Operationally Achieved
Under ~1andated Promises of P. L. 94-142?" Journal .Q..f Special
Education, 15, No.1 (Jan. 1981), 17.

3Turnbull, Strickland, and Goldstein, p. 414.

4Edward Meyen, "A Systematic Error in Curriculum,"
Education gn.Q Training .Qf ~ ~1entally Retarded, 3, No. 4
(1968), 165.

5Tymitz, p. 16.

6S.L. Deno and P.K. t1irkin, "Data Based rEP Development
An Approach to Substantive Compliance," Teaching -
Exceptional Children, 12, No.3 (Spring 1980), 92.
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characteristics, and formal diagnosis of specific

qisability. This does not assist in the task of defining

~ducational goals. Administration and interpretation of

j:'ormal tests, including intelligence tests and tests of
perceptual and psycholinguistic ability, help determine the

handicapping condition but do not lead to the ability to
determine educational goals or education objectives. l

Since the substantive validity of the IEP process

depends on the quality of preparation, the process is
weakened by teachers who are inadequately trained in this

development process2 In a study by Tymitz, 1980, "the most

problematic area was teacher skills in generating statements

that were logically and sequentially related."3 Because of

the heavy dependence on teachers in IEP development, an

additional burden, in the form of time and ability, is

placed on the already bUSy special education teacher. This

has lead to a high incidence of "burnout" amount teachers. 4

Teacher attrition is an added expense in training, and an

additional disruption in the development of programs that
are already Rstressed and challenged D by current special

education policies. 5

This could be alleviated by the use of sequences of

skills in the curricular areas, the systematic collection of

recording of data, and a system for modifying programs. 6

IMary Simpson Poplin, "The Science of Curriculum
Development Applied to Special Education and the IEP,o Focus
on Exceptional .children, 12, No.3 (Nov. 1979), 3.

2Tyrnitz, p. 13.

3Ibic:!., p.IS.

4r4organ, p. 15.

SMichae1 Gerber, uEconomic Considerations of
'Appropriate' Education of Exceptional Children, Exceptional
Education Quarterly, 2, No.2 (Aug. 1981), 56.

6Horgan, p. 16.
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A closely related concern is the relationship of the

tegular program teachers to the IEP process. l In a study of

school districts in New Jersey in 1979, the obstacle of

greatest importance in the successful use of IEP's was the

lack of involvment by the regular class teacher. Even

though the teacher is the person responsible for carrying

out the plan, numerous incidences were reported of IEP's

being developed without proper "consideration for the

constraints and variables operating in the classroom and

thus did not prove very useful."2

According to Evans and Lovell,3 the IEP process cannot

be a "workable and useful" tool unless the persons

responsible for its development are knowledgable of both the

legal process and the skills necessary for the developmental

process. It is further necessary that all designated

participants assume their correct roles and

responsibilities. Unless this happens, the intent and

purpose of the process will be lost. According to Schneck &

Levy this problem could be alleviated by the use of

" c u r riculum based assessments that would eliminate the need

to leap from the diagnostic finding tq instruction."4

Some closely related problems with IEP development are

the use of incomplete assessment data, or assessment data

that cannot be interpreted and converted into instructional

Ipaul Retish, "Individual Education Programs in
Secondary Schools for Mainstreamed StUdents," Education gng
Training Q.f~ Mentally Retarded, 14, No.3 (Oct. 1979), p.
235 ~ #j

2Nadler, p. 30.

3Beth Evans and Alice Lovell, "The IEP:Requirements for
Validity," Capstone Journal .Q.f Education, 1, No.2 (Dec.
1980), p. 16.

4Randolph J. Schenkat and Dennis Battaglini, "Special
Education as a Great Experiment, "Education Unlimited, 2,
No. 5 (Nov. IDe c. 1980), 21.
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ectives that are useful in the classroom,l goals and

ectives that are vague and, goals established with

incomplete knowledge of the student. 2 Since the

establishment of goals determines the success of a program,3

this fsa prime consideration in the successful

implementation of the IEP process.

A related problem is goals that are inappropriate to

the level of ability of the student as identified by the

available assessment data. According to Tymitz {19BO),
twenty-nine percent of the objectives surveyed were below

the level of ability identified as appropriate for the

student. 4 She proposes that this is an attempt on the part

of teachers to identify objectives that will insure program

success. S

Relationship of Goals to Assessment

Educational programs under PL 94-142 are supposed to be

developed by a committee. When a committee is used legally

it should consist of the special educ~tion teacher, the

administrator of the program, the parents of the student,

and when appropriate, the student. Other personnel, such as

school psychologists, social workers, counselors, who may

have information related to the educational needs of the

ITymitz-Wolf, p. 198.

2poplin, p. 1.

3S.C. Larsen and M.S. Poplin, Methods .fQr. Educating ~
Handicapped.An Individualized Education Program ApPIQach,
(New York:Allyn and Bacon, 1980), p. 223.

4Tymitz, p. 18.

5Ibid.
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.student may be invited to be a part of the committee. With
information from formal and informal assessment, this
committee designates the components of the educational

program for the student. The committee should also set
educational goals and objectives based on the assessment

data. This information, along with appropriate evaluation
criteria and methods become the Individualized Educational

Program for a student. Whether a committee is used, or, as
previously reported, an individual special education teacher

develops the lEP, goals and objectives should be closely
related to assessment data on the individual student for

which the IEP is being developed.

The inability to trace goals and objectives to
diagnosed needs raises serious concerns regarding the

"efficacy of current educational programs."l Research
reported by Schenck, 1981, indicates weakness in all but one

of the identified categories, namely affective, cognitive,
achievement and l~arning patterns. The statistical analysis

in this study indicated that IEP goals and objectives in
each of these areas were independent of psychoeducational

assessment. This independence raises.a question as to.
whether the IEP process, as a means of addressing the unique

or individual needs of the learner, is really accomplishing

that goal.

In a 1980 stUdy, Tymitz concluded from teacher

comments, that teachers depend on familiar materials to
develop instructional programs rather than the assessment

data provided by the IEP committee. She further stated that
"Goal statements frequently failed to focus on' the content

lschneck, The Diagnostic/Instructional Link in
Individualized Educational Programs, p. 223.
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skill areas that assessment information had targeted. l

Relationship to Regular Curriculum

Onder PL 94-142, there is a mandate to provide educational

services to the special student in the least restrictive

environment possible. One phase of this mandate is the

return of the special student to the "mainstream" of regUlar

education as soon as the student can benefit from the

placement. In the past, self-contained special placements

have tended to be dead-ends; students, once placed, would

complete their educational careers in that setting. 2

According to Chandler, this can be alleviated by properly

designing a special program that is based on regular program

curricular objectives. 3 He further states that "almost

anyone can learn anything if properly taught. n4

Lieberman, on the subject of ending special educational

services for a student, states that the use of the same

goals as the school system would "suffice" to make the

problem of re-entry more feasible. S Gallistel feels the use
~

of these objectives would alleviate the self-fullfilling

prophecy of

ITymitz, p. 18.

2Harry N. Chandler, "Teaching L.P. Students in the
Public Schools:A Return to the Closet? Part II," Journal ~
Learning Disabilities, 14, No.9 (Nov. 1981), 547.

3rbid.

4rbid.

5Laurence M. Lieberman, "Two IEP Dilemmas", Journal Qf
Learning Disabilities, 14, No.8 (1981), 486.
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student in partial special placement falling even futher
ind the regular grade-level program. l

He further defines the need for special program

objectives to be made in grade-level statements. These

statements build a more productive special program that can

improve both self-concept and motivation in the special

student. 2

He states that this process can provide for monitoring

of the individual student through his/her education career. 3

It further assists in assuring that important goals and
objectives are not overlooked, and the likelihood of

duplication is reduced.4

Need for Curriculum Development

In current literature on special educational

programming there is frequent reference to the need for

overriding curricular structure. This need has several

dimensions including: (1) the need for a set of standarized

criteria for evaluative purposes, (2) the need to develop a

closer relationship between special programs and the greater

school system, (3) the need to insure a comprehensive

educational program to the individual special student, (4)

the need to assure a logical sequence of goals and

objectives, (5) the need to make the development of the IEP

a more cost-effective process. The following summaries

address these issues.
"

lElizabeth R. Gallistel, "Setting Goals and Objectives
for LD Children-Process and Problems," Journal .Qf. Learnino
Disabilities, II, No.3, (March 1978),65.

2Ibid.

3Ibid., p. 15.

4Ibid.
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According to Cawley, the field of special education in

early efforts did not attend to curriculum development

but instead used very localized methods. This had the

effect of showing special education to be ineffectivel

because the many programs were not based on sound

~ducational and instructional practices. Sabatin02 says

that " s p e cial education lacks a substantive curricula" and

that it consequently cannot defend the term"most appropriate

education." He feels this creates a "dissidence between

regUlar and special education." This lack of curriculum

makes it difficult to obtain the data necessary for

monitoring the effectiveness of the process. 2

According to Wiseman & Hartwell,3 special education

students have been limited to programs designed to build

specific skills which have been identified from individual

evaluation. They feel this is "unfortunate" from the stand

point that the school is expected to pass on our historical

heritage. Further, if the curriculum for the secondary

Schools is important for the regular student, "then it is

equally important for the learning-disabled student."

Without a full curricular offering th~y feel the LD student

will remain "an educational second-cl~ss citizen."

Meyen 3 feels there is a need to utilize the skills of

curriculum specialists in the planning of special education

curricula. Because this has not been true in the past he

states that,

lJohn J. Cawley, "Special Education: Selected Issues
and Innovations, Ii Educational Innovation: Alternatives .in
Curriculum.£UJ..Q in InstructioD, ed. Arthur D. Roberts
(Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1975), 164-86.

2S abatino, pp. 9-21.

3Douqlas E. Wiseman and L. Kay Hartwe11(Meyers), "The
Poor Read~r in Secondary Schools:An Alternative Curriculum,"
Academic Therap~r 15, No.5 (May 1980), 613-23.

4Meyen, p , 165.
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The consequence is often a system of
unrelated special classes with the scope of
the program dependent on the numbers and
ages of children. Any continuity between
classes is generally achieved by accident
rather than design. l

To avoid this he adds that,

the complimentary skills of the curriculum
specialist and the special educator should
be employed in approaching curriculum
development or curriculum revision for this
portion of the school population. 2

According to Poplin, in her description of curriculum

d~velopment in special education and its relationship to the

IEP process, the following benefits may be derived from the

use of curriculum development to supplement the IEP process

in special educational programs, (a) increasing teacher

competence, (b) improving teacher confidence, (c) providing

a sequenced continuum of goals and objectives over the

students' school careers, (d) offering a wide selection of

objectives so that the most appropriate ones may be selected

for instruction, and (e) simplifying the selection of goals

and objectives, (f) changing the focus in special education

programming and services from specific handicapping

conditions to educational goals and objectives. 3

The advantage of this, according to Poplin, is a more

sequenced program with the possibility of offering

longitudinal continuity across various educational levels.

lIbid., p. 164.

2Ibid., p , 167

3Poplin, p. 5.
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Schenkat and Battaglini feel that curriculum-based

assessments derived from the regular educational program

would eliminate many problems in mainstreaming special

students.l It would further held in eliminate mismatches

8~tween diagnostic findings and instructional objectives. 2

Kokoszka delineates the special problems of secondary

LD students in special placement. 3 He states that LD
E'itudents face the same decisions as their non-handicapped

peers; however, they do not always have the opportunity for
similar preparation for that decision-making proceSs.

Further, they need not to feel markedly different than their
peers may be critical to their success in any placement. 4

There is no need for the current split between the special
and regular educational programs. If the goal to

successfully integrate the special student into a regular
class is to take place, a closer relationship between

special educations curriculum and the general curriculum
must be developed. 5

This need for a continuity between special and regular

secondary curriculum was also discussed by Retish. 6 He
~

states that

given the mandate of placement in the least
restrictive environment, curricular
decisions concerning the writing of IEPs of
mainstreamed secondary handicapped students
need to be

lSchenkat and Battaglini, p. 21.

2Ibid.

3Robert Kokoszka and Jerry Drye,IIToward the Least
Restr ictive Environment, ''.Journal Qf Learning DisabilIties,
14, No.1 (January 1981),22.

4Ibid., p. 23.

5lbid.

6Retish, pp. 235-36
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formulated •••• A direct impact of these
IEPs should be on the curriculum at the
high school level. The curriculum should
be viewed in terms of the success of
delivery to the mainstreamed student.

This coordination would then act to prevent special

components that are nonproductive.

A study conducted in 1978, by Breuning and Regan,l

looked at special programs for 125 high school students.

From their study they concluded that with proper teaching,

many special education students are capable of "acceptable

performance on class objectives."

Because of the tendency of individual IEP's to be

developed on a separate conceptual framework, Burrella &

Sage feel they also tend to restrict any move out of special

educational programming. 2 Therefore, for self-contained

special educatonal programs the academic programs should

parallel the regular program whenever possible. 3

In his discussion of the relationship between the IEP

process and minimum competency testing, Olsen 4 states that

there is a need for a tie between the goals of the special

students IEP and those of the school system. According to

Olsen,

the current IEP process does not allow for
provision of data on a general basis that
describe the status of individuals in

ISteven E. Breuning and John T. Regan, "Teaching
Regular Class Material to Special Education Students,"
Exceptional Children, 45, No.3 (November 1978), 180-87.

2Leonard C. Burrella and Daniel D. Sage, Leadership .a.nd
Change in Special Education, (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1979), p. 67.

3Ibid., p, 175.

401 s en, p . 176.
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special education programs in relationship
to any common frame of reference or
relative to non-handicapped children. Such
isolationism often contradicts the goal to
move children across the continuum of
environments. II itl..l~ working .fI..Qm £
common frame Qf reference~ ~ g single
mastet: curr iculum~r .it woyld .b.e easier .t.Q
~ children f.r..Qm special :t..2 regular
classes;.l

He also states that

special educators need to be more aware of
public concerns for accountability and
begin to relate student progress more
directly to district or state curricular
goals. 2

Another concern he feels is that the concerns of

society are not fully addressed in special education's

individualization process. With the heavy dependence on

"test dictated competencies" the relationship to societal

concerns is slight. He feels there is a need to develop a

llcommon core of competencies reflecting such a concern."3

Related Research Studies

current research on educational programming for the

learning disabled centers around two broad categories of

concern. first, the study of needs and characteristics of

individual students, and the process of identifying those

students. secondly, the general programatic concerns

developed as a result of providing educational programs for

this popUlation. it is to the second categor~ that this

lolsen, p. 178.

2ibid.

3ibid., p , 180.
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ew of research is directed. the search will be further
narrowed to include only those studies related to the iep

ocess and curricular concerns for such programs.

curriculum research

There is a considerable amount of reference to

curricular concerns in the previously-reported literature.

However there is almost no evidence of research information

generated dealing with curriculum development for the
learning disabled. In searching current holdings, one study

was located dealing directly with this concern. In this

study from the University of Tennessee, Alexander looked at

the curricular approaches and development procedures being
used in secondary LD programs in the state of Tennessee.

The findings of this stUdy described the preferences for

various approaches or philosophies of program

It further found that about half of the program~

Tennessee had a curriculum based on a developmenta

while over 80 percent of the teachers. indicated they should

be using such a process.

The stUdy recommended that all secondary LD programs in

Tennessee be required to have a written curriculum based on

an acepted development process. It also indicated that

there is a need for further research to clarify the charac

teristics, strengths and weaknesses of the various

curricular approaches being used. l Information from this

study was integrated into this stUdy to allow comparison of

results.

JD.R. Alexander, "Secondary Learning Disabilities
Programs in Tennessee:A Survey of Curricular Approaches and
Curriculum Development," Diss. Univ. of Tennessee, 1982.
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The most abundant research on programs provided for

learning disabled students include those studies devoted to

the evaluation of the various pUblic educational agencies'

ability to comply with the legislated mandates of PL
94-142.1 The most comprehensive of such studies have been

carried out under federally funded grants to the research

institutes. Following is a review of one such study.

Compliance Research

In October, 1980, John Pyccha of the Research Triangle
Institute at the Durham, North Carolina Center for

Educational Research and Evaluation pUblished the findings

of an extensive IEP study sponsored by the Office of Special

Education in Washington, D.C.2 Presented in seven volumes,
this national study's objectives were (a) to identify

factors associated with variations in the properties and
contents of IEP's, (b) to describe the target population,

the type of special education services provided and process

whereby IEP's are developed, (c) to evaluate changes from

one year to the next in significant a~pects of the IEP's,
and (d) to examine the extent to whic~ services provided

coincided with those specified in the IEP's.

To accomplish this task 2657 pUblic school student

IEP's and lEP's from 550 students in state/special

lDeno, p . 92.

2John Pyccha and others, A National Survey Qf Indivi
dualized Educational Programs (IEP's) .fQr. Handicapped
Children~ l...t Executiye SurnmarYe ll (ERIC ED 199970, 1980),
21.
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facilities were analysed.

Based on the results of the research they found that

1. lEP's were in place for most handicapped students

2. Most lEP's contained the elements required by PL

94-142,

3. The average length of an lEP was five pages,

4. Evaluation criteria and extent of regUlar

educational participation were the most frequently deleted

of the mandated requirements,

5. Of the 96% of students enrolled in regular schools

only about 1% received all their special educational

services in regUlar classrooms and,

6. The internal consistency, the number of short term

objectives and average number of pages in the lEP's

increased from the first year to the second year.

Further findings from an analysis of the study show

that at least half of the lEP's were developed by the

teacher alone. The remainder were developed by the teacher

with the assistance of parents and other lEP committee

members. From their observations reviewers drew the

conclusion that the quality of the lEP document was

dependent on the abilities of the person developing the

document.

Questions to be answered by the analysis of the study's

data included:

1. What do lEPs look like?

2. What kinds of information do lEPs contain?

3. How is information presented in lEPs?

4. Who participates in the development and approval of

IEPs?

5. What types of special education and related services

are spec ied in IEPs?

6. How informative and internally consistent are rEPs?
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7. In what service settings, and for what proportion of

the academic week, do students receive special education
rvices?

8. What are the characteristics of students who have

IEPs and are enrolled in public schools, and of the schools

and school districts in which they are enrolled?

9. How do the types, service settings, and amounts of

special education services specified in IEPs vary by

selected student, school, and school district

characteristics?

10. How do the formats, properties, contents, and

development processes of IEPs vary by selected student,

school, and school district characteristics?

Research on Teaching Process

Various teaching approaches have been developed for

instructional programs for the learning disabled. Included

are those with the basic philosophy of tutoring the student

through the regular curricular object!ve, the teaching of

functional survival skills, the remediation of basic skills

deficits, the development of specific learning processes and

a work study or vocational emphasis.

These approaches have been identified and studied by

many professionals. Reported studies have ranged from the

delineation of the effectiveness of each to a comparison of

their percent of use. Following is a summary of a few of

these reports.

In a report of a 1979 study of teaching approaches used

in LD programs, five approaches were identified by Deshler,

Lowrey and Alley as (a) Functional Curriculum Approach, (b)

Basic Skills Remediaiton Approach, (c) Tutorial Approach,
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ta) Work Study Approach, and (e) Learning Strategies

Approach. l The approach most frequently used, according to

this survey, was the Basic skills which was used almost

twice as often as any other. In order of their usage next

was the Tutor ial, Functional with \'10I' k StUdy and Learn ing

Strategies used very little.

In another study, reported in 1977, the most frequently

used of the teaching processes for secondary LD students

were the remediation of deficits in the learning process and

basic academic skills. The least used was the prevocational

6r vocational skills approach. This study further reported

the need for a wide range of techniques to be used in order

for effective programming to take place. 2

A definitive report on all facets of these five

approa che s was compiled by Alexander in her 1982 s t udy of LD

programs in Tennessee. 3 After review of each of the five,

Alexander developed an approach based on the combining of

several approaches which she termed the eclectic approach. 4

This approach was added to those previously mentioned her

study of Tennessee programs. She did not, however, include- ~

the eclectic approach directly in her ~data collection. Her

findings show academic remediation the most equently used

approach at 26 percent with career education second at 11

per sent. No incidence of process remediation were

ident if ied.S

IDonald D. Deshler, Nancy Lowrey and Gordon R. ley,
nprogamming Alternates LD Adolescents: A NationYJ'ide
Survey, If Academic Therapyf 14 , No" 4 (Hareh 1979), 389 7"

2Janet W. Lerner, Mary Ann Evans, Gertrude s,
"LD Programs at the Secondar Level:A Survey," Academic
Therapy, 13, No" 1 (Sept. 1 )'1' 7-11.

3Alexander, pp. 15-

5Ibid. , p , 115.
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For the purposes of this study, the descriptors from

Alexander's study combined with those obtained form the Iowa

Department of Public Instruction were used in an effort to

make data from this study more useful and comparable to
existing data regarding LD progamming.

Future of IEP Process

In discussing the future of the IEP process, Hannifen &

Barrett state that the federal support through PL94-142 was

intended to initiate the new support programs and not to

provide them forever. l If funding returns to a local level,

these programs will not survive unless they have been

adequately integrated into the total school system's program

and those still on the periphery will fail.2

Currently, many of these support programs are growing

further apart, because of differing procedures and

instructional priorities, from the sponsoring system. 3

"While separate emphasis is justifiable," the differences in

standards and procedures are causing legal and

administrative problems that leave a gap between support and

governing systems. 4 The recommendation of these authors is

the systematization of curriculum procedures across the

entire school system so that all possess the same overriding

structure.

In referring to the implementation of PL 94-142, the

HandboQk Qf Special Education, 1981, states

This law is still in the process of being
implemented. There continue to be major'
philiosophical questions regarding the
definition of "appropriate education. 5

IHannifen and Barrett, p. 33.

3Ibid. 4Ibid. SIbid., p. 34.

6James M. Kaufman and Daniel P. Hallahan, ed. HandboQk
Qf Special Education (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:Prentice-Hall
1981), p , 301.
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special education was received
n awe and gratitude",. it now affected by the same

need for accountabili as general educational
programs have felt" This "accountabilit)"n movement

addresses the quality of the education received .. 1

The 1981 Handbook lists the following as arguments
of curriculum usage in IEP preparation:

ready-made teaching sequences or objectives
are more detailed,. more systematically
derived and/or emperically validated, and
better dovetailed with their accompanying
teaching materials .. 2

Additionally,. they :may provide for criterion-referenced

checklists which facilitate record keeping ..)

Need for Substantive Research

A considerable amount of discussion in the terature
relates to the need for research in the area of the

substantive validity of the IEP process in providing

educational programs to the learning disabled student. This

discussion indicates a need for research to catch up with

educational realities. 4

According to Gerber, the need for evaluation is related
to any "discrepancies between the intended and actual

lIbid., p. 347

2Ibid., p , 356

3Ibid.

4Chandler, "Teaching LD Students in the Public
Schools:A Return to the Closet?," p. 482.
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ects of PL 94-142.1 Be further states that there is a

of evidence that the costly rEP process has improved

educational effects in any meaningful manner. 2 With PL

94-142 under attack, the empirical information is
necessary.3

This need to have evaluative information, beyond that

of a compliance with the legal parameters, is further stated

by many \H iter s , In a study designed to eva1ute the cost of

rEP production, Price and Goodman concluded that it was an

expensive process4 in need of being "streamlined" in order

to provide more time for direct student instruction and to

relieve the demands made on teachers personal time. 5 They

further stated a need for the questioning of the quality of

the documents being produced. 6

The validity of the IEP process for the learning

disabled is questioned in the analysis of a study by

Schenck, 1981. The study indicated the failure to account

for the entire educational program for the student, that the

relationship of goals to assessment was weak, and a failure

to adapt to regular goals and objectiyes in any formal
~

manner for those in shared placement was missing. This led

to the conclusion that the IEP process was ambiguous in its

attempt to provide an effective education program. 7

IGerber, p. 49.

2Ibid.

3rbid.

4price and Goodman, p. 45.

5Ibid., p. 253.

6Ibid., p. 446.

7S chenck, pp. 221-23

"
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Schenkat and Battaglini in an analysis of the IEP as a

"great experiment" state that there is a need for further

research in order to prove the "appropriateness of the

experiment. "1 Areas of concern they expressed included

overall goals, short term enabling objectives, specification

of objectives mastery criteria, materials to be used and

staff responsibility. The efficacy of the entire process

is, in fact, questioned.

In a study designed to evaluate the effectiveness of a

program to train IEP developers, Maher found the following

(a) lack of understanding of essential IEP elements, (b)

deficits in formulation of goals and objectives, and (c)

difficulites in clarity of communication in written IEp1s,

among those designated to do the actual developing. 2 This

stUdy, like that of Schenck, 1981, found several components

missing in the IEpis surveyed. Tymitz-Wolfe indicates IEP

ineffectiveness when she describes substantive weaknesses of

the the IEP due to the fact that teachers are ask to prepare

and implement these documents with an inadequate training

background. 3

.
Nadler & Share feel "substantive monitoring" of the IEP

is necessary in order to ensure the effectiveness of the

process. Failure to do this could lead to the perpetuation

ISchenkat, pp. 19-21.

2Charles A. Maher, "Training Special Se r vLce Teams to
Develop rEP's," Exceptional Children, 47, No.3 (November
1980), 206-11.

3Tymitz-Wolf, pp. 198-201.
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of inappropriate or ineffective educational programs. Of

further concern was the fact that the process would be a

burden rather than an asset.1

In a commentary on an attempt to wipe out PL 94-142,

McGuire defines the justification for substantive

evaluation. He indicates a need for more effective

implementation and a definitive evaluative procedure in

order to ensure the future existance of the law itself.2

According to Bennett on this subject,

Because the IEP is of such major importance
to the education of handicapped children,
it is critical that school personnel and
parents have access to information about
quality and progress of the IEP effort. 3

IEP Process Evaluations

As with any innovation, the implementation of PL 94-142

and the accompanying IEP needs a system of evaluation of the

processes effectiveness. This process of evaluation should

include (a) development of a conceptual model, (b)

identification of key issues, (c) gatnering of emperical

data to support the above, (d) definition of the specifics

of current practice, and (e) making of recommendations for

further actions and directions. 4

INadler and Shore, pp. 30-34.

2Willard McGuire, "Tbe Heart of the Law, "NEA Today, I,
No. 5 (fllarch 1983), 2.

3Bennett, p. 91.

4TurnbuIl, Leonard, and Turnbull, p. 32.
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This information is needed to counter the doubts being

raised regarding educational planning.} These doubts and

criticisms are partially based on lack of evidence to

support the IEP as an educational improvement and,

consequently, whether the programs provided therein are more

appropriate. 2 This evaluative procedure should identify

particular parts of the IEP process that are in need of

change3 by comparing the process to a set of convential

standards. 4 This need for convential standards is

reinforced in the evaluative processes recommended by

Stake. 5 He states that an important part of evaluation in

education is comparison to some set of identified "standard

of excellence." This "relative" evaluation added to the

actual measurements from "absolute" evaluation procedures

would then constitute an effective base for making

educational decisions.

Curriculum Development Theory

Curriculum Definition

The definition of curriculum is a many-faceted study in

confusion. There are as many definitions as writers, and

though each overlaps, they are all very individual in their

message. As a support to the definition of curriculum given

in Chapter I the following review is offered.

ISchenkat and Battaglini, p. 20.

2Gerber, p. 49.

3Bennett, p. 92.

4Ibid., p. 95.

"

5Robert E. Stake, "The Countenance of Educational
Evaluation," Teachers College RecQrd. 68, No.7 (April
1967),523-40.
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From Robert Gagni comes a definition of curriculum as

a sequence of content units arranged in
such a way that the learning of each unit
may be accomplished as a single act,
provided the capabilities described be
specified and prior units have already been
mastered by the learner. l

The following definitions take a broader view of what

curriculum includes. Saylor calls curriculum

a plan for providing sets of learning
opportunites to achieve broad educational
goals and related specific objectives for
an indentifiable popUlation served by a
single school center. 2

And Taba says it is " •••• a way of preparing young people to

participate as productive members of our culture."3

From Louise Berman comes the most complex definition of

all. She states that

Curricula are vehicles by which matches can
be achieved between persons and settings.
Curricula involves the intentional
utilizations Qf~ ~ space, persons and
materials within settings so that
individuals have opportunities to learn and
to make sense out of what they already
know; to sort out feelings, values, and

1Ralph W. Tyler, Robert Gagne and Michael Scriven,
Perspectives Qf Curriculum Eyaluation, AERA Monograph Series
in Currciulum Evaluation, No. 1 (Chicago: Rand-McNally,
1967), p , 23.

2J.G. Saylor and W.M. Alexander, CurriculUm Planning
Better Teaching M.d Learning, (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston, 1974), p. 24.

3Hilda Taba, Curriculum Development: Theory and
Practices, (New York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1962), p.
10.
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commitments; to map out new directions, and
to travel paths individuals layout for
themselves. Curricula provide opportunities
for persons to move from closed to more
open modes of thought, to search for way's
to transcend constraints, and for persons
to find solutions to life's baffling
problems. l

The preceding definitions are given as an explanation

for the author's development of a specific definition for

this study. Without a specific description of what is meant

by curricUlum, interpretatiion of this study would be

impossible.

Curriculum Development

As a basis for the questionnaire on curriculum

development as a supplement to the IEP process, several

theories of curriculum development were reviewed in order to

attain information from which various questions could be

formulated. The following is a short review of those

theories.

..
In his book., Basic Principles .Qf Curriculum gnQ

Instruction, Tyler described curriculum as a systematic

process that developed from these questions.

1. What educational purposes should the school seek to

attain?

2. What educational experiences can be provided that

are likely to attain these purposes?

3. How can we determine whether these purposes are

being attained?2

lLouise M. Berman, "Persons, Settings and Curriculum"
presented at the World Conference on Education, Instanbul,
Turkey, 1977.

2Ralph W. Tyler, Basic Principles Qf Curriculum ~
Instruction, (Chicago:univ. of Chicago Press, 1949), p. 1.
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These principles, though often attributed to 'Tyler, are

a synthesization of many previous ideas including those

Dewey, Giles, McCutchen; Zechiel Taba, and others. l

Tyleris model is significant because of its impact on
teacher training. His model is used in nearly every

gra.duate text; and to date no paradign has really replaced
According to Toomey, Tyler's model is still the most

prevalant model used in the planning of curriculum
development. 2

Taba described several steps that should be involved in

curriculum development.. These include (a) diagnosis of
needs, (b) formulation of needs, ec} selection of content,

(d) organization of content, ee) selection of learning

experiences, (f) organization of learning experiences, and

(9) evaluation. 3

She further states that "society1s concept of the function

of the public school determines to a great extent what kind

of curriculum schools will have. 4 She further states that
society has no agreed-upon idea as to what that function

should be further complicating the curriculum development

process.

In relation to the current emphasis on individual

development she describes differences of opinions as to

emphasis of curriCUlum (i.e., intellectual development,

personal-social development, etc.)5 This particular
controversy is evident in the variety of philosophies

ItHtzel, p , 416.

2Ron Toomey, "Teacher's Approaches to Curriculum
Planning:An Exploratory Study," Curriculum Inquiry, 7, No.2
(Summer 1977), 121.

3Taba, p , 12.

4IbicL , p. 16.

5rbid. , p. 17 .
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rent in special education. These were discussed in more

il in the section on Research QIl ~ Teacbinq Process.

In "Who planned the Curriculum?O, Saylor delineates the

...., ............ ing considerations for designing curriculum for the

individual student or a group of students: (a) definition of

the philosophical purposes of school, (b) psychological

nature: characteristics of the student(s}, (c) sociological

setting of school, and (d) cultural traditions, mores,

beliefs, values, and aspirations of the nations. l

Tanner & Tanner describe curriculum development as an

interactive process between the social forces and problems

of society, search and application of knowledge, content and

context of subject matter and the learner. 2 The philosophy

of the curriculum developers will determine how each source

influences the final product.] If no gUiding philosophy is

developed the resulting product ends to become "a

combination of traditional practices and more immediate

expediencies."4 Thus, Tanner & Tanner emphasize a need for

definitive effort at the beginning of any project to develop

an effective philosophical structure to guide the total
~ 4

project. This need is strongly developed in Tyler's work

also. S

A more research oriented model of curriculum

development is presented by Klein. Klein indicates that

curriculum development is more complex than the afar

mentioned models and that it must ftbe dealt with all its

1Galen J. Saylor, Nb.n Planned ~ Curriculum? (w.
Lafayette, IN: Kappa Delta Pi Press, 1982), p. 1.

2Daniel Tanner, Laurel N. Tanner, CurriculuID
Development: Theory into Practice, (New York: Macmillan,
1975) r p. 62.

3Ibid. , p. 63.

4Ibid. , p. 64.

5Mitzel, p. 42.
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comp'l e x i.t.y, not with simplistic approaches. "1 Klein stated

the model developed by Goodlad ... 1977, served not only

a research tool but as a model for the development

,...,rnrooss itself. 2 This multidimensional model, with three

eractive parts, is the most complex of those.

The three areas, qualitative factors, curriculum

perspective and curriculum elements are divided into the

following dimensions that are interactive with all other

dimensions:

Curriculum
Ferspectiyes

Ideal
Formal
Instructional
Operational
Experiential

Curriculum
Variahles

Goals & Objectives
Materials
Content
Learning Activities
Teaching Strategies
Evaluation
Grouping
Time
Space

Curriculum
Factors

Description
Decision Making
Rationale
Priorities
Attitudes
Apprpriateness
Comprehensiveness
Individualization
Facilitators3

According to Klein, the curriculum variables are what

curriculum developers usually manipulate when planning

curricula. However, it is his opinio~ that factors in the

other two should be considered as part of both the

development and evaluative process. 4

1M. Frances Klein, "The Use of a Research Model to
Guide Curriculum Development," Theory i.n.tQ Practice, 22, No.
3 {Summer 1983}, p. 198.

2Ibid.

3rbid., p. 199.

4Ibid., pp. 201-2.
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''to summarize what is happening today in curriculum
development, Taba states that there is no "clear cut

methodology of thinking and planning."l Most learning

experiences are selected because of tradition, legislative

pressure and convenience with little that is clear in the
organization.

Summary

Information in this chapter provides the historical and
philosophical context for this study. It began by tracing

briefly the development of educational programming for
learning disabled students. It then developed a

comprehensive view of the problems inherent in the current

programming model developed under PL 94-142 delineating

problematic areas. A short view of current research related
to IEP implementation followed. A review of future

relation to the IEP process followed.

TO help form a basis for the st

curriculum information including curt

curriculum development models, and te.::ching approach

information related to current LD programming was inclUded.

The following is a summary of ideas that need emphasis

for the purposes of this study:

1. The IEP is central to the prograro~ing for LD

students and as such replaces any existing curriculum•

.
2. The IEP process as it is designed has' several

problematic areas.

ITaba, p. 7«
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3~ There is a need for curriculum for the LD student

have a direct relationship to that of the regular
ional programs.

4. For special programming to succeed it must become

more efficient in it's use of professional teacher time and
effort.

5. There is an identified need for curriculum

development to be a part of the IEP process.

6. There is a current lack of studies of the
substantive validity of educational programs provided by the

IEP process largely due to its individualized and separate
nature.

7. There are identifiable teaching approaches in use

for LD Programs.

8. There is a lack of information regarding the

incidence of curriculum development in LD programs.

9. The curriculum development process has identifiable

components.
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CHAPTER THREE

Methods and Procedures

Introduction

The purpose of this study was to gather in£ormation

(ibout curriculum usage in educational programs for the

learning disabled in the state of Iowa during the 1983-84

school year. Data collected included opinions regarding the

thrust such development should take and a state-of-the-art

survey of current curriculum usage and development. In

Chapter III the methods used to achieve this purpose are

discussed.

Population

To obtain the data and professional opinions, two survey

groups were selected. Teachers in learning disabilities

programs as well as supervisors of consultants from the

fifteen Area Education Agencies in the state of Iowa during

the 1983-84 school year were chosen•. It was assumed they

would be the most knowledgable regarding programs with

specific curricula in existence. Also, they would be

involved in any decision-making processes relating to the

development of new curricula for LD students.

Lists of these persons, in the form of mailing labels,

were purchased from the State Department of Public

Instruction. The list of supervisors was used without

sampling because it contained the total popul~tion of this

group. The list of 1230 teachers was separated into thee

primary sampling units: elementary, junior high/middle

school, and senior high.
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From the sampling unit lists, teachers of public school

programs only, were selected. The lists were further

reduced by random selection procedures to one teacher per

district, per sampling unit, leaving a total sample of 555

teachers. The total distribution follows: elementary, 253,

juniOr high/middle school, 87, and senior high, 25. It was
determined to be impractical to use this total reduced

population because of its size.

survey sample was selected by a sampling formula

developed by Cochran. 1 In order to use this formula,

criteria for degree of confidence and bound had to be

specified. The bound, or percentage, by which the sample

estimates could vary in either direction from the true
population parameters, was set at five percent.. The degree

of confidence level for the results was set at ninety
percent.

Using these limits, Cochran's formula was applied to

each primary sampling unit of teachers giving the following

survey sample sizes.

...

lW.G. Cochran, SamDling Techniques, 3rd ed. (New York:
John Wiley and Sons, 1979), pp. 75-76.
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Table 1

Original Population and Sample Selected by Subgroups

Subgroup

Elementary

Junior High/Middle

Senior High

AEA Supervisors

TOTAL

Population

253

87

215

--ll
570

Selected
Sample

130

66

120

-ll
331

% of
Population

51.38

75.86

55.81

100.00

This created a total teacher sample size of 316 with each

level proportioned to its original size.

The sample population of supervisors of learning

disability programs in the fifteen Area Education Agencies

was not reduced because the total population was small

enough to be used in the research project. The total survey

sample, including teachers and supervisors, yielded a total

of 331 potential respondents. ..

Instrumentation

Survey sample size was too large for individual

interviews to be feasible so a mailed questionnaire was

used. Guidelines for questionnaire development were take

from Babbie (1979).1
'.

lEarl R. Babbie, The Practice Qf Social Research 2nd
ed. (Belmont, CA: Wadsworth Pub. Co .. , 1979), pp 315-53.
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Three versions of the questionnaire were presented to

DLake University staff as well as to local learning

disability teachers. With each presentation, items were

clarified and format changed to make the instrument more
understandable, complete, and effective.

Questionnaire Development

Item development was based on categories from existig

theories related to curriculum. In the development of the
questionnaire, consideration was given primarily to the

inclusion of those components of curriculum based on a

Tylerian model of development and analysis. l Rationale for

this rests on the need for data to be as complete in its
coverage as is possible. A model as widely used and

understood as Tyler's seemed applicable and appropriate to

this process.

The following chart shows the relationship of Tyler's

model to specific research questions. These questions may

be found in Appendix A.

Tyler Categories Survey Questions

I. Purpose (Aim, Intent,
Goals, & Objectives) ~6r #7, #8, #17

II. Content (Nature of

content, method of
choice, method of
presentation) #6, #7, #8, #9,

#10, #11, #14

IMitzil, p , 423.
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III.Organization (Scope

and Sequesnce, Instruc
tion, Methodologies

Environmental Consider-
ations) 44 45 49 4171t,1t,1f,tt ,

48 ,tao, #12, #15

IV. Evaluation (Individual

Student & Program) 112, 113, 117,
#16

Procedures

Questionnaires with a cover letters (sample in appendix

a) explaining their intent were mailed on October 27, 1983,

with the request that they be returned by November 10, 1983.

on November lOth questionnaires were still arriving at a

rate of ten or more per day, so follow-up letters were not

mailed until November 26, 1983. Two additional weeks are
allowed for arrival of responses.

The original survey sample size was 331: usable sample

size was 322. One letter was returne~ as "undeliverable",

and seven questionnaires were returned because the teachers

were either no longer employed, or no longer in learning

disability classes. Table 2 shows the percentage of

questionnaires returned.
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Table 2

Percentage of Sample Reponding by SUbgroup

Selected

Subgroup Sample Size

Elementary 130

Junior High/

Middle School 66

Senior High 120

AEA Supervisors 15

TOTAL 331

# of

Returns

85

40

75

8

208

% of

Return

65.38

60.61

62.50

53.33

62.28

Treatment of Data

questionnaires were coded with an identification number

so that a master list of the actual survey sample could be

marked for use in preparing the follow-up letters.. those

not responding to the initial mailing.received a follow-up

letter as noted earlier. as questionnaires were received

they were evaluated to identify usable returns.

responses to the opinion section were converted from

the letter form responses to numerical designators for

access to a computer program. the numerical designators

assiged were as follows: strongly agree=+3, agree=+2,

undecided=O, disagree=-2, strongly disagree=-~. this was

done in order that opposing responses would in~luence the

calculated mean proportionally.
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Statistical analysis applied to the data were as follows:

(1) Calculation of the mean and standard

deviation by total group and SUbgroups

for each statement in Part A.

(2) Calculation of Chi-square test of

independence, calculated for all

statements in Part A with a paired

analysis for any statement with a

significant calculated x2.
(3) Analysis of responses in Part B by

frequency and percentage of subgroup and

total group.

(4) Reporting of respondent comments by

categories related to the stUdy

questions.

The Chi-square technique was chosen as a means of

identifying the independence of responses from subgroup

membership on the opinionnaire section because of its

appropriateness in analysis of data not derived from any

experimental manipulation. l Assumptions necessary for use

of Chi-square were met in that sample~ were randomly

selected from a larger population and the various data

points were independent observations. 2

Frequencies were combined for the responses of Strongly

Agree and Agree, and also for Disagree and Strongly

Disagree,

1 H. o. Lancaster, ~ Chi .... sguared Distribut ion, (New
York:John Wiley and Sons, 1969), p. 161.

2Chester H. Mccall, Jr., Sampling Qlld Statistics
HandboQk fJll.. Research (Ames, IA:Iowa State Univ. Press,
1982), p. 178.
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in order to eliminate expected frequencies below five. l This

left some expected frequencies below that level; however, it

did bring that number below one-third as suggested by

Lancaster. 2

IN M. Downie and R. W. Heath, Basic statistical
f1ethodS: 3rd ed. (New York: Harper and RoW', 1970), r- 105.

2Lancaster, p. 175.
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CHAPTER FOUR

INTRODUCTION

This study was designed to gather descriptive

information regarding the state of curriculum development in

educational programs for the learning disabled in the State

of Iowa. It also investigated the philosophical stance of

professionals regarding curriculum development for this

population. A survey population was defined, a sample

drawn, and data gathered by means of a questionnaire. This

chapter reports the resulting data, and statistical

analysis, as well as comments of the respondents regarding

the survey of current curriculum development needs and

practices.

SURVEY RESULTS FOR PART A

Opinionnaire Data Presentation

Questions in Part A, the opinionnaire, were designed to

answer the question, "What are the pr~vailing attitudes of

prefessionals regarding the thrust of curricula for the

learning disabled?" Data from responses to this section are

summarized by individual statement in the following tables.

Responses reported as frequencies, percentages, mean

weighted response and standard deviation of population

sample for all subgroups of the survey population as well as

for the total survey population. Responses were weighted as

f oLl.ow s t Strongly Agree==+3, Agree==+2, unde c i dedvu ,

Disagree=-2, and Strongly Disagree==-3, in order to give

proportional weight to each respondentls choice.
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The perceived effectiveness of the rEP process in

providing a comprehensive general education for LD students

indicated that elementary and senior high teachers were more

positive than jun i.o r high/middle school teachers or AEA

supervisors. However, the main overall response of 0.54

shows the IEP was generally held to be effective. Table 3

illustrates the results of the analysis regarding this

statement.

Table 3

Percieved Effectiveness of the IEP Process in
Providing a Comprehensive General Edu

cation of tD Students

ELEM JR. HI. SR. HI TOTAL AEA SURVEY
TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TOTAL

TOTAL 85 38 75 198 8 20E.

STRONGLY
AGREE 6 5 10 21- 121121 1 22. 1210

PERCENT 7. 1216 13. 16 13. 33 1121. 61 12. 5121 10. 68

AGREE 30 15 35 8121. 1210 4 84. 1210

PERCENT 7C" '=to 39. 47 46. 67 40. 40 50. 00 40. 78'-' >-J • 1--' ..
UNDECrDED 2121 '.:' 1"-;· 34. 00 1 35. 0121..... c

PERCENT ..-....,. 53 ~ 25 16. 00 17. 17 12. 5121 16. 99
c.~. .....

';:;7 13 17 1::"7 00 ~. t::'t::' 00D ISAGREE ,,--"'.,j-. c, ..J-..I.
L-...J

27. 1216 34. 21 22. 67 26. 77 -='c" 1210 26. 70PERCENT L....u.

STRONGLY
10. 00 0 10. 0121DISAGREE 6 3 1

PERCENT 7. 06 7 89 1 77 5. 05 , 0. 0l?l 4. 85. . '""...,

MEAN 0. 1 6 0. 25 0. 84 0. 44 0. 88 0. 45
"-

STANDARD
';:. 14 1 96 .-, 60DEVIATION 1 94 -. 21 1.85 1-- . c.. c.
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With regard to whether current: rEP practices assure the

re-entry of LD students into the mainstream of education,

the mean response of teachers as a total group was +0.44,

indicating slightly more teachers felt current practices
assured re-entry than those who did not. Analysis of AEA

Supervisors indicated a slightly stronger tendency to agree
with a mean response of +0.88. Table 4 reports the results
on this item.

Table 4
Perceived Effectiveness of rEP Process in Assuring

Re-entry of LD Students to the Mainstream of
Education

ELEM JR. HI. SR. HI TOTAL AEA SURVEY
TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TOTAL

TOTAL 85 38 75 19B 8 21216

STRONGLY
22. 121121AGREE 6 5 1121 21. 00 1

PERCENT 7. !ZI6 13. 16 13. 33 10. 61 1-=- 50 10. 68.....

AGREE 3121 15 35· 8121. 121121 4 84. 00

PERCENT 7!::" 29 39. 47 46. 67 40. 4121 5121. 121121 40. 7B~u. ..
2 12 34. 121121 1 "1:" 121121UNDECIDED 2121 ILJW.

":J'":i t:::""7 I:" 26 16. 1210 17. 17 1 "=, 50 16. 99PERCENT .....l...-....Je ..J-J ....J •

.-,-.0 13 17 I:"? 00 2 55. 121121DISAGREE c~ ...J-....J •

PERCENT 27. 06 34. 21 22. 67 26. 77 25. 121121 25. 7121

STRONGLY
10. 1210 121 10. 121121DISAGREE 5 3 1

89 1. 33 e 05 0. 00 4. 85PERCENT 7. 06 7. ..J.

0. 26 0. 84 0. 44 10. 88 0. 45MEAN 0. 16

STANDARD
85 2. 14 1. 96 -r-, 60~:'-t 21 1. c.DEVIATION 1.94 1-0



to

'2··4

DISAGREE

PERCENT

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

PERCENT

MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

1·...c.

14. 12

3

L 06

1. 77

4

10.53

1

2.63

1.29

1. 59

6

8.00

2

2.67

1.31

1. 57

-,
22.00

11. 11

6.00

3.03

1. 20

2.9B

1

12.50

1

12.50

1. 25

2.37

23.00

11. 17

7.00

3.40

1. 20

4.08
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The perceived need to use regular proqram objectives to

e maximum re-entry opportunities shows continuity among
,""ULJULOUPS. A mean response of +0.37 indicates a tendency to

with the statement. Table 6 reports the results of
ses to this statement.

Table 6

Perceived Need to Use Regular Program Objectives
Assure Maximum Re-Entry Opportunities

ELEM JR. HI. SR. HI TOTAL AEA SURVEY
TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TOTAL

TOTAL 85 38 75 198 8 206

STRONGLY
AGREE 12 2 7 21- 00 1 22 .. 00

PERCENT 14. 12 0::::- 26 9. 33 10. 61 12. 50 10. 68-'.

AGREE 30 15 27 72. 00 3 75. 00

PERCENT 7 e 29 39. 47
...,,..

1210 36. 36 37. 50 36. 41"""'....J. ...:'lb.

UNDECIDED 18 6 17 41. 00 2 43. 00

PERCENT 21. 18 15. 79 F ........ 67 20 .. 71 25. 0121 20. 87c.c..

DISAGREE 23 14 2121 : 57. 0121 2 59. 00

PERCENT 27. 06 36. 84 26. 67 28. 79 ~c::; 00 28. 641.-'-1_

STRONGLY
DISAGREE 2 1 4 7. 00 121 7. 00

PERCENT '::. 71::" ,..,
63 5. 33 "7 54 0. 00 3. 40:e... .... ..J c • '-'.

'MEAN 0. 52 0. 13 0. 31 0. 36 0. 63 0. 37

STANDARD
1 94 1. 96 1. 94 .-~ 03 < 92 ..... 29DEVIATION c. L • C..
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Table 7 shows that all SUbgroups strongly disagree with

statement that IEP's for LD students should be based on

same curricular objectives as regular students placed at

same grade level. Disagreement with the statement was

percent of all those responding while agreement was

24.3 percent. Table 7 reports the results on this

Table 7

Perceived Need for LD Student lEP's to be Based
on the Same Curricular Objectives as Regular

Students Placed at the Same Grade Level

TOTAL
TEACHER

198

JR. HI. SR.HI
TEACHER TEACHER

38 75

5 2 1 8. 00

e 8B e 26 1- 33 4. 04w. w.

16 4 20 40. 00

18. B2 1121. 53 26. 67 20. 2121 ""e 0121 20. 39C,.....J.

2 3
~

8. 00 1 9. 003 .
"7 53 e 26 4. 00 4. 04 12. 50 4. 37w. w.

44 18 40 102. 00 3 105. 00

51. 76 47. 37 53. 33 51. 52 37. 50 50. 97

1.-, 1 1 40. 00 '"' 42. 0017 c. c

20. 00 31- 58 14. 67 20. 20 25. 00 20. 39

-1 08 -1- 53 -121. 93 -1- 1 1 -1- 00 -1- 1 1.

84 1 95 "7 12 ~. 07 "7 96'-:t 01 1 . w. c. ...J.
1:-11I .

ELEM
TEACHER

85

AGREE

PERCENT

PERCENT

PERCENT

TOTAL

STRONGLY
AGREE

MEAN

PERCENT

UNDECIDED

PERCENT

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

STANDARD
DEVIATION
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Table 8 shows responses to the statement that regular

level objectives are appropriate to the development of

udent programs if modified teaching strategies and

P_!;I,.,.L , ... e mater ials are used. With adaptations on the

''''l;:'__ ~"", ar grade level objectives, 62.6 percent of the total

s felt these Qbjectives could be used for LO

ents in contrast to the 71.4 percent who disagreed with

r usage in the previous statement when no mention of
adaptations was made.

Table 8

Perceived Need to Use Regular Grade Level Objectives
with Modified Teaching Strategies and Material

Suitable to tD Students Needs

ELEM JR. HI. SR. HI TOTAL AEA SURVEY
TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TOTAL

TOTAL 85 3B 75 198 8 206

STRONGLY
AGREE 23 8 23 54. 00 2 56. 00

PERCENT 27. 1216 21 05 30. 67 27. 27 --..r:= 0121 27. 18. c..J •

AGREE 26 14 32 72. 1210 1 73. 00
..

5121 Jt:::" 44PERCENT 3121. 59 36. 84 42. 67 36. 36 1'::'.t-.. w..J1i>

UNDECIDED 5 c: 5 15. 00 J 18. 1210
u ....

PERCENT e BB 13. 16 6. 67 7. 58 7-" 50 8. 74
..J.

>oJ { •

DISAGREE .-)C' IS 14 45. 1210 1 4&. 1210
c..J

15. 79 1B. 67 .-..-. 73 1'-' 50 22,. 'J-

PERCENT 29* 41 c.c.e c. ..,.:.

STRONGLY
1 13. 1210DISAGREE IS 5 1 12. 00

i .., 16 1 33 6. 06 1'-' 50 5. 3iPERCENT 7. 1216 .J.-"-"_ · c.

MEAN 0. 52 0. 65 1·35 0. 91 0. 38 0. B9

STANDARD .-, 75 ..... 20 0221 1 B8DEVIATION ,-. 27 "::" .. · e .. COl< '-'a
c. ......
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Table 9 indicates disagreement (51.9 percent) with the

statement that the LD student lEP's should be based on

curricular objectives developed exclusively for that

pOpulation. Of the subgroups, elementary teachers and AEA

Sijpi~visors indicated the strongest disagreement rate with

this statement while only 31.6 percent of Junior high/middle

school teachers disagreed.

Table 9

Perceived Need to Base LD student rEP's on Curricular
Objectives Developed Exclusively for that

Population

TOTAL

ELEM
TEACHER

85

JR. HI.
TEACHER

38

SR.HI
TEACHER

75

TOTAL
TEACHER

198

AEA

8

SURVEY
TOTAL

206

STRONGLY
AGREE

PERCENT

AGREE

PERCENT

UNDECIDED

PERCENT

DISAGREE

PERCENT

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

PERCENT

MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

4 -J 5 11.121121....

4. 71 5. 26 6. 67 5.56

13 16 21 50. 00

15. 29 4-=' 11 2,8. 00 25. 25.....

11 8 16 ~c:- 00". ~.J.

1-::> 94 '-1'" 05 21- 33 17. 68
L...-. c...L. 5;

52 10 31 07 00J"-' e

61 18
..... r 32 41. 33 46. 97. cb •

5 .=~ 2 9. 1210
'---

5. 88 5. 26 .::> 67 4. 5510-_

-0. 95 0. ---:J -121. 15 -0. 40
~L-.

1 77 1 92 1- 91 1. 95. .

1

12.5121

2

25.00

37.50

25 .. 0121

-1.13

2.03

12.00

5.83

50.00

24.27

37.0121

17.96

95.121121

46.60

11.00

5.34

-0.43

2.42
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On the question of basing LD student lEP's on the

r program objectives to the maximum extent possible,

percent of the total respondents agreed with the

to some extent. strongest agreement was indicated
ntary teachers. Table 10 is a summary of responses

question.

Table 10
Perceived Need to Base LD Student lEP's on Regular

Program Objectives to the Maximum
Extent possible

ELEM JR. HI. SR. HI TOTAL AEA SURVEY
TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TOTAL

TOTAL 85 38 75 198 B 21216

STRONGLY
AGREE 19 8 19 46. 00 3 49. 00

PERCENT .-..~ 35 21. 05 -;:.0:::- 77 23. 23 37. 50 23. 79
c.c.. 1-U. ...,...,

AGREE 51 18 33 11212. 00 2 11214. 00

PERCENT 60. 121121 47. 37 44. 121121 51. 52 -;:'1::" 121121 5121. 49&-,..h

UNDECIDED 3 4 8 15. 121121 2 17. 121121

10. 67
.

7. 58 25. 121121 B. ~e
PERCENT 7 53 10. 53 » C...I

\oJ.

12 6 14 '7'-' 1210 0 --. 0121
DISAGREE we.. ~c..

.e 79 18. 67 16. 16 121. 00 15. e-·

PERCENT 14. 1~,
....J~

C J.. --.1.

STRONGLY
DISAGREE 0 2 1 3. 00 1 4. 00

PERCENT 0. 00 e 26 i 33 1 52 "f~ 50 1 94
...J. .... . .J,L-. .

MEAN 1 59 1. 11 1.23 1 .. 36 1.25 1 .35.
STANDARD 12

..""')'-x

94 1 86 7 1·.... '=, 4.
DEVIAT ION 1 57 1 . ...J_ Co ....- CC

» »
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Table 11 indicates a strong tendency to disagree with
statement that LD student IEP's should be based on

program objectives in all areas except reading and

ics. When the areas of mathematics and reading are

d from the regular progarm objectives, there is a

in the response pattern from agree to disagree.

Table 11
Perceived Need to Base LD Student IEP's on Regular

Program Objectives in all Areas Except
Mathematics and Reading

ELEM JR. HI. SR. HI TOTAL AEA SURVEY
TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TOTAL

TOTAL 85 38 75 19B B 206

STRONGLY
AGREE 0 1 3 4. 00 0 4. l2Iil1

PERCENT 0. ill0 ~, 63 4. 00 ~=- 02 121. 00 1. 94c. .....

AGREE 1 1 4 7 22. 00 0 22. 00

PERCENT 12. 94 10. 53 9. 33 11- 1 1 0. 00 10. 68

UNDECIDED 9 7 20 36.00 2 38. 00

PERCENT 10. 59 18. 42 '--~r 67
. 18. 18 -j e- 0121 18. 45co. . C..J •

DISAGREE 58 23 37 1 18. 00 4 1 -::--::0 00l.......iL...",..

PERCENT 58. 24 50. 53 4° 33 eo 5Q! 5Q!. 00 59. ..-i;"'j

,Ju ..J..; • c ....

STRONGLY
7 3 8 18. 0l2J ~. 20. 00

DISAGREE C

24 7. 89 10. 67 9. 09 e-se- 00 9. 71
PERCENT 8. C.,....;.

. 16 -1- 00 -i- 18 . 75 -1 20
MEAN -1. 35 ...... .l ,. -.t. .

.
STANDARD 1 17 4. 3548 1- 59 1 64 .-. 81DEVIATION 1 . c. ..
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Tables 12 and 13 summarize the responses to the

~tatements regarding the need to use a developmental

aequence as a basis for LD student lEP's in the areas of

m~thematics and reading. Both statements elicited some
disagreement and a slightly larger number of undecided

responses.

Table 12
Perceived Need to Use Developmental Sequence as a

Basis for LD Student lEP's in Reading

ELEM JR. HI. SR. HI TOTAL AEA SURVEY
TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TOTAL

TOTAL 85 38 75 198 B 21216

STRONGLY
AGREE 34 14 20 68. 00 1 69. 00

PERCENT 40. 00 3&. 84 2&. &7 34. 34 1~' 50 77 5121c. -" .....,;;.

AGREE 44 18 44 106. 00 4 1 1121. 1210

PERCENT 51 76 47. 37 58. 67 """7 54 5121. 121121 5"7 40. ....;"-1 • "OJ •

UNDECIDED 5 4 8 17. 00 2 19. 00

PERCENT c:- 88 10. 53 10. 67 8. 59 25. 00 9. 22
..J. ..

DISAGREE 2 2 3 7. 00 1 8. 0121

PERCENT ~.
.C:: 2& 4. 00 7 54 r:' 50 ....:j; • 88c. w. '-' . '-.

STRONGLY 0. 00'DISAGREE 0 0 0 121. 00 0

PERCENT 121. 00 121. 00 0. 00 121. 0121 0. 00 121. 00

< 95 1- 89 2. 03 1 13 .~ 1210
MEAN 2. 19 J. •

. .....

STANDARD
4. 16 i 54 c 30

DEVIATION 0. 99 < 1. 16 . ..J.
.ill
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Perceived Need for LD Student rEP's to be Based
On a Developmental Sequence of Mathematics

Skills

72

ELEM JR. HI. SR. HI TOTAL AEA SURVEY
TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TOTAL

TOTAL 85 38 75 198 8 206

STRONGLY
AGREE 36 1'-' 23 71- 121121 1 72. 000:::.

PERCENT 42. 35 31. 58 30. 67 JLL=:- 86 1-::' 50' 34. 95.... ..J. .....
AGREE 43 22 42 107. 0121 4 1 1 1- 0121

PERCENT se, 59 57. 89 56. 0121 54. 04 5121. 1210 t:"'- Ba..J..j,.

UNDECIDED 4 ~ 7 13. 0121 2 15. 00....

PERCENT 4. 71 r::" 26 9. 33 6. 57 •~C' 00 7 • 2B....I. L...u •

DISAGREE 2 2 .3 7. 00 1 B. 00

PERCENT -=1 35 t::" 26 4. 00 ~ 54 12. 50 -:J BB..... ...Je ~. .... .
STRONGLY
DISAGREE 0 0 0 0. 00 0 0. 1210

PERCENT 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 12'1121..
~. 24 .-, 00 1. 96 '=' 09 1 13 -. 05MEAN c.. c.. L... ... 0:::..

STANDARD
l::" 41DEVIATION Ill. 97 1. 19 1- 16 4. 27 1.64 ..J.
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Table 14 summarizes responses to the statement that LD

lEP' s at the K-8 level should be based on regular

objectives. There was an ambivalence in the

"" .............. se pattern on this statement with 39.8 percent
eing to the need while 38.8 percent disagreed. There

21.4 percent undecided on this statement.

Table 14
Perceived Need for LD Student lEP's to be Based

on Regular Program Objectives at the K-8
Level

ELEM JR. HI. SR. HI TOTAL AEA SURVEY
TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TOTAL

TOTAL 85 38 75 198 B 206

STRONGLY
AGREE c- 1 3 9. 1210 0 9. 1210-.J

PERCENT e 88 ~ 63 4 • 00 4. 55 0. 00 4. 37..J. .....

AGREE 33 '3 29 71- 00 2 73. 00

PERCENT 38. 82 23. 68 38. 67 35. 86 -::aE::" 1210 ?<= 44L...~. 'looJ....J •

UNDECIDED 16 8 17 41- 00 3 44. 1210

-J'-~ 67
~

20. 71 37 50 21 36PERCENT 18. 82 21. 05 c.c:... . . .
DISAGREE 29 18 21 68. 00 1 £'3. 00

PERCENT 34. i 'j 47. 37 28. 00 34. 34 i c:' 50 7-:1 5121
.L""

J;. "- .. -....J"""'.

STRONGLY
DISAGREE 2

.-. <= 9. 00 .... 1 1. 00c, J c;

7<:". e 26 r: 67 4. 55 --tt::'" 00 C" 34PERCENT .::;. c.....J • J.
l-,lil; wJ ..J. o •

18 2. 63 1- 33 0. 51 ....., 50 121. 49MEAN 1- iC-..

STANDARD .-, 10
DEVIATION 0. 99 L 04 1- 04 1.77 1- i3 c. ..
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The need for LD Student IEP's to be based on regular

objectives at the secondary level elicited a

pattern not markedly differing from that of those

the same statement limited to the K-8 level of

uction. This does, however, show some shift from

ious questions regarding the use of regular program
ectives. Table 15 summarizes the results for this

,-I;; ,"C:' J t .

Table 15
Perceived Need for LD Student IEP's to be Based on

Regular Program Objectives at the Secondary
Level

ELEM JR. HI. SR. HI TOTAL AEA SURVEY
TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TOTAL

TOTAL 85 38 75 198 B 206

STRONGLY
AGREE 5 0 3 8. 00 0 B. 00

PERCENT c:- 88 ~21. 00 4. 00 4. 04 0. 00 7 B8..J.
...,.

AGREE 24 8 28 60. t2J12J 2 62. 00

PERCENT 28. 24 21 05 37. 33 30. 30 '::or 0121 3121. 10. .......J •
~.

UNDECIDED .-.. 14 15 se. 1210 3 e":1' 00Co!. t.",J'<-J'.

24. 71 35. 84 20. 00 ,,-~= ~::::-
.....,,-,. 50 ~e- 73PERCENT C~J. C..J .;, t • C-I_

DISAGREE "':i'-:1' 1 1 ':'7 67. 00 1 68. 00
-.Jv-J .........

82 28. 95 30. 67 -:1"'1 84 1'-' 50 7":1' 01PERCENT 38. .......J-....J e C. ....J'-...J •

STRONGLY
15. 00DISAGREE .-,',. 5 6 13. 00 2

L:.

13. 1b 8. 00
,.

57 '-It::" 00 7. 28PERCENT ·'-1 35 b. CJ.c.

MEAN -0. 1 1 -0. 55 0. 01 -0. 15 -0. 50 -0. 16

STANDARD
1 94 ,-, 00 ,::. .. ~........

DEVIATION 1 BE, 1 72 1. 96 . c. ..LC. ... .
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Table 16 compares the reponses to the various

s regarding the Use of regular program objective in
of IEP's for the LD student.

Table 16

C()m~)alison of the Responses to Statements Regarding the
Use of RegUlar Program Objectives in the

Development of LD Student rEP's

of RegUlar
Program Obiectives

Agree
n %

Undecided
n %

Disagree
n %

Mean
Response

Use of Regular
Program Objectives

50 24.3 9

Use Regular Obj.
~£th Modification

129 62.6 18

4.4 147 71.4

8.7 59 28.6

-1.1

0.89

Use Special
Objectives Only 62 30 .1 37 18.0 107 51 .9

Use Regular Except
In Math & Reading 26 39 .9 38 18 .5 142 68 .9

Use Regular for
Ma.ximum Re-Entry 97 47 .1 43 20 .9 66 32 .0

Use Regular for .
K-8 Level 82 39 .8 44 21 .4 . 80 38 8.
Use Regular for
SecondarY Level 70 34 .0 53 25 .7 83 40 .0

-0.43

-1.20

0.37

0.01

-0.16
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Table 17 summarizes the responses to the statement that
IEP's should be based on a vocational skill model

the secondary level. No particularly strong trends can

red from this statement. ABA Supervisors and senior

teachers indicated slightly stronger agreement with the

than other subgroups.

Table 17
Perceived Need for LD Student rEP's to be Based on a

Vocational Skill Development Model at the
Secondary Level

TOTAL

STRONGLY
AGREE

PERCENT

AGREE

PERCENT

ELEM
TEACHER

85

4

4.71

30

35.29

JR. HI ..
TEACHER

38

3

7.89

10

26.32

SR.HI
TEACHER

75

12

16.00

28

37.33

TOTAL
TEACHER

19B

19.00

9.60

68.0121

34.34

AEA

8

4

513.00

SURVEY
TOTAL

2136

19.. 00

9.22

72.00

34.95

UNDECIDED

PERCENT

DISAGREE

PERCENT

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

PERCENT

MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

32

37.55

19

1. 61

12

31.58

11

28.95

2

5.26

0.03

1.87

17

22.67

15

21.33

2

2.67

121.72

1.89

51.00

45.0121

4.00

2.02

0.45

1. 91

2

25.00

1

12.50

121.75

L 45

63.00

30.58

47.00'

22.82

4.1210

1. 94

0.45

2.28
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The perceived need for consideration of Minimum

Competency Testing when designing curricular objectives for
Ll)students received 55.4 percent agreement with 29.1

~ercent undecided on this issue. Table 18 reports the

results on this statement and Table 19 reports whether

respondents felt the use of regular program objectives would
facilitate coordination between LD programs and Mimimum

ency Testing Programs.

Table 18
Perceived Need for Consideration of Minimum Competency

Testing When Designing Curricular Objectives for
LD Students

TOTAL

STRONGLY
AGREE

PERCENT

AGREE

DISAGREE

ELEM
TEACHER

85

5

5.88

42

11

12.94

1

JR. HI.
TEACHER

38

3

7.89

20

5

1

SR.HI
TEACHER

75

8

10.67

34

45.33

5

6

TOTAL
TEACHER

198

16.00

8.08

96.00

48,,48

79

AEA

8

o

0.00

2

130

3

3,70£..50

SURVEY
TOTAL

206

16.00

7.77

98.00

57

L 1B

0.87 0.

L

-0,..

Be



Table 19
Perception of Facilitation of Coordination Between

LD Programs and Minimum Competency Testing Pro
grams by a Direct Relationship Between

Regular and LD Program Objectives

78

ELEM JR. HI. SR. HI TOTAL AEA SURVEY
TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TOTAL

TOTAL 85 38 75 198 B 206

STRONGLY
AGREE 6 2 4 1'-' 00 121 1~' 121121Co. c..

PERCENT 7. 1216 5. 26 5. 33 6. 06 0. 00 <=' 83.J.

AGREE 42 24 46 1 12. 121121 3 115. 00

PERCENT 49. 41 63. 16 61- "27 56. 57 37. 5121 ec 83o,.Jo,.J .....J'ioJ.

UNDECIDED 28 8 18 54. 121121 5 59. 121121

PERCENT 32. 94 21- 1215 24. 00 27. 27 6-::; 5121 28. 64""-.

DISAGREE 9 4 4 17. 0121 121 17. 00

PERCENT 10. 59 10. 53 5. 33 8. 59 0. 00 8. 25

STRONGLY
DISAGREE 0 0 3 3. 0121 121 '7 1210v;.

PERCENT 0. 00 0. 00 4. 00 1- 52 0. 00 1.46
",

ILl. 99 1. 21 1. 16 1. 10 0. 75 1 1218MEAN .1;..

STANDARD
~ 36• 48 ...., 69 1- 1213DEVIATION 1 44 < 42 c.. .....,; .. .L. Jo.. •

',
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A majority of those responding felt the curriculum for

E;Zlementaryand secondary should differ. A larger portion of

the AEA Superviors were undecided on this issue. Table 20

reports the results of responses to this statement.

Table 20
Perceived Need for Curriculum for LD Students at the

Secondary Level to Differ From That at the
Elementary Level

ELEM JR. HI. SR. HI TOTAL AEA SURVEY
TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TEACHER TOTAL

TOTAL 85 38 75 198 8 206

STRONGLY
AGREE 12 11 22 45. 00 2 47. 00

PERCENT 14. 12 28. 95 29. 33 2° 73 ~.t:" 00 22. 82..... CJ •

AGREE 52 23 44 119. 00 3 122. 00

PERCENT 61. 18 6121. 53 58. 67 60. 10 37. 50 59. 22

UNDECIDED 12 4 6 22. 1210 3 25. 00

PERCENT 14. 12 10. 53 8. 01121 li. 11 37. 50 12. 14

DISAGREE 0 0 2 1 1- 0121 01 1 L 0121
oJ ...

0. 00 ~=' 67 t:" 56 0. 1210 e 34
PERCENT 10. 59 ...... ...... -..1.

STRONGLY 1- 00
DISAGREE 121 0 1 < 00 0.L •

PERCENT 0. illiZi 0. 00 1- 33 121. C"i 0. 1210 0. 49........

.... 08 1. 96 • 76 i 50 1- 75
MEAN 1. 44 c. .I. • ... .

STANDARD .. 94 • 31 5. 40
DEVIATION 1- 45 121. 85 1. 18 ,.Jill 1...
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Subgroup responses for teachers were regrouped into

ee separate categories, agree, disagree and undecided so

t they could be compared for the independence of

sponses from subgroup membership. AEA Supervisors were

ted from this analysis as the frequency of response was

too small to be analysed with reliability. A Chi-square

test of independence was applied and the results reported in

Table 21. A significance level of .10 was used to determine
those in need of paired analysis. This result is reported
Table 21.

Only responses to statements 1, 2, 7, and 17 were

significant at the .10 level. Quesiton 2 was significant at

the .05 level and question 7 was significant at the .01

level. These responses were then compared by pairs to

identify the location of the significant differences. Table

22 indicates the findings of this comparison.



Table 21
Analysis of Independenc·e of·· r·es··p.on··s··e f .. <rom SUbgroup

Membership

81

Question
Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Calculated
x2

8.18***

10.50 *
2.41

1. 60

2.18

7.50

16.59**

5.46

7.24

2.26

1.38

4.95

5.97

7.08

0.63

2.18

8.08***

*=Significant at .05 level for 4 degrees of freedom

**=Significant at .01 level for 4 degrees of freedom

***=Significant at .10 level for 4 degrees of freedom



Table 22

Chi-Square Test of Independence for Pairs of
Subgroup Responses on Group Responses with Group

Responses Indicating Significance of .10

82

Question Elementary Junior High Senior High df

1 2.86 2.87 6.63 2

2 5.98* 4.97* 5.35 2

7 13.93*** 8.61** 2.02 2

17 4.94* 4.43 1.10 2

*=Significant at the .10 level

**=Significant at the .05 level

***=Significant at the .01 level
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Survey Results for Part B

Part B of the survey was designed to determine the

extent to which a specific curriculum for LD students

existed in Iowa public schools for the 1983-4 school year.

Respondents were asked if a specific curriculum existed for

ID students, if a specific curriculum on a cross-categorical

model which would include LD students existed, or wh€ther a

specific curriculum that would include LD students was in

the developmental proCess at the time of the survey_ Table

23 is a summary of responses to these three questions for

the subgroupg of teachers. AEA Supervisors responding to

the survey reported only one curriculum and it was developed

on a cross-categorical model.

Analysis for data on developing programs indicated that

many were not far enough along in the process to enable the

respondents to give definitive descriptive information.

Therefore, data collected for this group are included in the

AppendiX only.

Table 23 -
Summary of Data on Existing Curricula in LD Programs

in Iowa for 1983-4*
SU!:l~rOUD

Total
ResnOOSES b~ C2teq~fU

LO Curriculum Cross-Categoric;l Development lot<::l WI ttl
Curriculum Currlculum CurrIculum

£iementary 85
Jurucr Hi Shl

Middle School 40
Senior High 75
1Ci taJ 200

n r.

7 8.24

4 10.00
14 18.67
"'-j:: 12.50L.,,}

n
.,
II

~ lr, 1:;0
V.,..,}..1

50 12.5D
9 12.00

21 .1!;". trr
Ill • ..)v

n .- n
,.

fI U

;~ 10.59 ~,..c

23.~:L...J

~ 7.50 12 30.0J
16.00 -,,:; ;/... --.

........ v. '1v.ol
2~

r.r -"i", 25.0}J.":'.l>"" I v

t ~6 reported a curriculum of some tyDe (23 Derrent) and 24 had a currlculu~ In SD~? 5t??? Df

oeveioDment (12 Defeent),

Of the 70 LD teachers reporting having an existing or

developing curriculum, those with a cross-categorical model

indicated the widest coverage of instructional levels. The

37.5 percent reporting curriculum for LD students only

indicated availability at the elementary, junior high, and

middle school level. Information on developing curriculum
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indicated availability at all levels. Tables 24 and 25

summarize information from respondents reporting either an

LD or cross-Categrical curriculum in place at the time of
the survey.

Table 24

Summary of Instruction·.al L 1 A "I bleve i val a .r e in Programs

Reporting an LD Curriculum in Use

Instructional

Level

Elementary

Junior High

f<1iddle School

Senior High

All Levels

Number in

Category

11

10

7

a
a

Percent of

LD Total

44.00

40.00

28.00

0.00

0.00

Table 25

Summary of Instructionl Level Ava~lable in Programs.
Reporting a Cross~Categorical Curriculum in Use

Instructional

Level

Elementary

Junior High

Middle School

Senior High

All Levels

Number in

Category

15

11

4

10

7

Percent of

Cross-Categorical total

71.4

52.4

19.1

47.6

33.3

Analysis of data regarding the program models in which

a curriculum is available indicated that the largest portion

were available at the resource program level. Of those

Offering a specific LD curriculum, 88.0 percent reported
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availability at this level, compared to only 44.0 percent at

the self-contained and self-contained with integration

level. The~e figures show a positive relationship to the

85.7 percent reporting a cross-categorical curriculum

available at the resource level and 66.7 percent at the

self-contained and self-contained with integration level.

Data regarding the program level availability are summarized
in tables 26 and 26.

Table 26

Summary of LD Curriculum Available by Program Model

Program Model

Regular Class

Resource

Self-contained

w/lntegration

Self-Contained

All Models

Summary of

Number in Percent of

Category LD Total

2 8.0

22 88.0

8 32.0

3 12.0

o 0.0

Table 27

Cross-Categorical Curriculum Available

by Program Model

Program Model

Total

RegUlar Class

Resource

Self-Contained

~'Ulntegration

Self-Contained

All Models

Number in

Category

5

18

10

4

1

Percent of

Cross-Categorical

23.8

85.7

19.1

4.8
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Research question Three dealt with the philosophical

focus of current curriculum for the LD student. It further

looked at the compairson of this with what professionals

felt the focus should be for both elementary and secondary
programs for the LD student.

Teachers reporting a curriculum currently in existence,
or being developed, most often felt an eclectic teaching

approach was most appropriate. This was consistent with the

approach they felt should be used for LD students. The

basic skills approach was considered the second most

preferred approach for elementary programs. The following

tables detail the survey data on this question.

Table 28

Philosophical Emphasis of LD Programs with Existing
or Developing Curriculum

Teaching Approach

Developing

Eclectic

Basic Skills

Compensatory

Tutorial

Work Study

Learning

Strategies

Combination of

Approaches

Curriculum Type

LD Cross-Categories

..
n % n % n

16 64.0 9 42.9 6 25.0

3 12.0 1 4.8 1 4.2

1 4.0 0 0.0 1 4.2

0 0.0 1 4.8 0 0.0

1 4.0 0 0.0 0 0.0

0 0.0 1 4 .8 0 0.0

3 12.0 2 9.5 1 4.2
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Table 29

Preferred Emphasis of LD P
Level w;th·. .", _r~grams at the Elementary

~ Ex~st~ng Curriculum

Teaching Approach

n
LD

%

Curriculum Type

Cross-Categories
n %

Developing
n %

Eclectic

Basic Skills

Tutorial

Learning

Strategies

Combination of

approaches

11 44.0

8 32.0

o 0.0

1 4.0

4 16.0

7 33.3 11 45.8

10 47.6 5 20.8

1 4.8 0 0.0

0 0.0 0 0.0

3 14.3 5 20.8

Table 30

Preferred Emphais in LD Programs at the Secondary
Level with Existing curriculum

n % n %

17 81.0 19 79 .0

1 4 .8 0 0.0

1 4 .8 0 a.0

3 14 .3 2 8 .. 3

Teaching Approach

Eclectic

Work Study

Basic Skills

Combination of

Approaches

LD

n %

21 84.0

1 4.0

1 4.0

3 12.0

Curriculum Type

Cross-~ategories Developing

The structure of curriculum in use for LD students is

described by content area availability, method of choosing

student objectives, designeated use of computer, individual

student assessment procedures and delineation of specific

curriculum components.
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reported inAn anal'vsis of th.·e.·· at.. "....z "" .. ucrur of cnrr
50 study shows the .•... ... ..percentage are available

content areas of mathemat iCB an'" .. .". . ..u reauing while only 21.4
percent were available in the area of vocational skill
development. Of those reportino 3.2. n. -:31 .• :7 percent reported a
curriculum available in all content areas., Table 31

summarizes the information reo.ardino. cent.ent•.':' "::1 en·. area
availability for programs wi th T D fir c 0<0>· t· 'I. .... u v . r""s-caegorlca
curriculum ..

the

Table 31

Content Area Availability for Programs with LD
of Cross-Categorical curriculum

Content Area

n

Mathematics 9

Reading 8

English 6

Social Studies 3

Science 2

Vocational 9

All Content Areas 12

LD

%

36.0

32.0

24.0

12.0

8.0

36.0

48.0

Curriculum Type

Cross-Categories

n %

15 71,,4

15 71 .. 4

12 57.4...
9 42.9

7 33 .. 3

3 14.3

5 23.8

The choosing of objectives for the LD student from the

curriculum was reported most frequently as the

responsibility of the individual special educ~tion teacher.

This is consistent with research reported earlier in this

stUdy that indicated inidividual teachers as the person most

often responsible for the total rEP development. Of those

reporting a cross-categorical or tD curriculum, 67.5 percent

reported the individual teacher as responsible while 58.7

reported the use of an rEP committee for this purpose.
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I.C1.UU'C1.l.dized test scores were used by 32' 6• percent,

-standardized test scores by 19 6," • .. ' • percent, and spec~flc

J.cu1um-related criterion testing by 26.1 percent. Table

reports the totals and percentages by type available.32

Table 32

Reported Method of Choosing Individual Student
Objectives by Curriculum Type

Method of Choosing Curriculum Type
Objectives

n %

14 66.7

16 76.2

6 28.6

7 33.0

3 14.3

.. 0 0.0

1 4.8

13 57.0

15 60.0

9 36.0

5 20.0

6 24.0

1 4.0

1 4.0

IEP Committee

Individual

Teacher

Standardized Test

Curriculum-related

Criterion Test

Non Standard

Testing

No Specified

t-ieans

Other*

LD Cross-Categories
n %

The use of computer capabilities to identify specific

student objectives and to monitor individual student

progress, was reported by 23.9 percent of respondents.

Computer use to develop overall program analysis information

was reported by only 13.0. Computer use for purposes other

than those enumerated in the study were reported by 17.4

percent of those responding as having a developed

curriculum.

One program used the computer in connection with a

commercial curriculum monitoring system. Another used

computerization in connection with the identification of
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dability levels of specific materials. Thirteen percent

r~ed.the computer was being used as a teaching aid for
.........orl1.at1.on and reinforcement of student skills. Results of

rmation gathered on this question are reported in Table

Table 33

Designated Computer Usage with Curriculum for LD
Student Programs

Type of Computer

Utilization

LD

Curriculum Type

Cross-Categories
n % n %

Identify

Objectives

Monitor Student

Progress

Program Analysis

Other

5 20.0

9 36.0

3 12.0

7 28.0

6 28.5

2 9.5

3 14.3

1 4.8..

The most frequently reported method of assessment of

individual student progress in programs with an LD

curriculum was the use of standardized assessment procedures

that were coordinated with specific objectives. In programs

reporting a cross-categorical curriculum, the most

frequently used method of assessment was with specially

designed assessment instruments. However, 61.9 percent of

this group also reported using standardized procedures. One

program reported the use of teacher-made tests with teacher

observations and another the use of both criterion

referenced and standardized testing procedures. Table 34

details the results.
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Table 34

Individual Student Assessment Procedure

Incorporated into Curriculum for

LO Students

Cross-Categories

CurriCUlum TypeIndividual

Assessment

Procedure

n

LO

% n %

Objective Specific

Criteria 5 20.0 3 14.3
Special Assessment

Instruments 6 24.0 9 69.2

No Assessment

Procedure 1 4.0 1 4.8

Standardized

Assessment 17 68.0 13 61.9

Other 1 4.0 1 4.8

In order to analyse the completen€ss of the various

curriculum development projects in existence for the LO

student, respondents were asked to indicate which of

twenty-one specific components their partiCUlar curriculum

possessed. The following table is a su~~ary of these

responses for each category of curriculum.



Table 35

Available Curriculum Component s Ln P. rograms for LD

Students

92

Components

LD

Curriculum Type

Cross-Categories

n % n %

17 68.0

0 0.0

11 44.0

12 48.0

12 48.0

B 32.0

9 36.0

1 4.0

10 40.0

0 0.0

5 20.0

statement of

Philosophy 21 84.0

Overall cuuricular

Goals 19 76.0

Individual Student

goals 19 76.0

Individual Student

Objectives 18 72.0

Mastery Criteria 16 64.0

Additional Assess-

ment Criteria

Curriculum i-1aps

Student Progress

System

Curriculum Renewal

System

l-1ater ials

Development

Curriculum

Evaluation

Parent Program

Minimal Competency

Testing

Student Placement

System

Classroom Design

Program Placement

mater Is

17 80.9

18 85.8

15 71.4

17 81.0

12 57.1

10 47.6

1 4.8

..
52.411

6 28.6

12 57.1

5 23.8

5 23.8

2 9.5

11 52.4

1 4 .76

9 42.9



Components

LD
n %

Management 6 24.0
Activities

Hanagement 3 12.0
Community

coordination 5 20.0
Specification of

Student Option 10 4.0
Specification of

f.1ater La Ls- 9 36.0
Other 0 0.0

CurricUlum Type

Cross-Categories
n %

6 28.6

4 19.1

2 9.5

12 57.1

6 28.6
2 9.5
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The two questions asked regarding the process used in

development of curriculum for the LD student were related to

the method used to obtain content materials for inclusion,

and what specific personnel were involved in the process.

The most frequently used method of deyelopment was adapting

and combining a variety of materials. This was most often

accomplished by learning disability teachers (89.1 percent)i

AEA support personnel were involved 69.6 percent of the

time, regular program teachers 43.5 percent, and

administrative personnel at the local level 41.3 percent.
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Table 36

Method used in Curriculum Development for LD

Programs

Method of
Development

LD

n %

Curriculum Type

Cross-Categories

n %

Adopting commercial

Material 5 20.0 0 0.0
Adapting and

combining 23 92.2 19 90.5
Adapting Regular

Objectives 9 36.0 8 38.1
Locally Developed 5 20.0 3 14.3

Table 37

Personnel Involved in Design and Development Procedures

Personnel
Involved

LD

Curriculum Type

Cross-Categories

n % n %

Administrative

(Local)

Local Support

AEA Support

LD Teachers

Regular Teachers

SUbject Area

Consultant

LD Consultant

Parents

Curriculum

Speciali sts

Community Resourse

6 24 .0
r:: 20.0-'

15 60.0

22 88.0

13 52.0

1 4.0

3 12.0

3 12.0

0 0.0

2 8.0

13 61.9

5 23.8

17 81.0

19 90.5

7 33.3

2 9 .5

8 38.1
..,

33 ~I .-'

4 19 .0

1 4.7
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Part B, question 11 looked at the relationship between

riculumfor the LD student and curriculum in use for

lar educational programs. LD curricula were reported

often based on the same objectives as regular

ational programs with appropriate revisions {B2.6

cent}. Only 2.2 percent reported using regular objectives

no revision while 20.0 percent reported that the two

related in no specific manner. Table 38 reports the

rvey results by category of existing curriculum.

Table 38

Relationship of LD curriculum Objectives to
Regular Program Objectives

Relationship

Same Objectives

Same Objectives

With Revisions

No specified

f>'lanner

Other*

LD

n %

1 4.0

19 76.0

6 24.0

Curriculum Type

Cross-Categories

n %

0 0.0

19 90.5
~

3 14.3

Professionals reporting the existence of specific

curriculum were asked to rate the effectiveness of the
. 1 . ·se Table 39 indicates that most respondentscurrlCU urn 1n u .•

rated the curriculum as highly or moderately effective,

while only one respondent felt their curriculum to be not at

all effective.



Table 39
Percieved Effectiveness of Currricula

LD Programs
in Use in

96

Level of
Effectiveness

Highly Effective

Moderately

Effective

Slightly

Effective

Not Very Effective

Not at all

Effective

Comments

LD
n %

13 52.0

12 48.0

0 0.0

0 0.0

0 0.0

Curriculum Type

Cross-Categories

n %

8 38.1

14 66.7

1 4 .. 8

0 0 .. 0

1 4.8

One section of Part B of the survey instrument was

designed to allow respondents an opportunity to express

their opinions and concerns regarding curriculum development

for LD educational programs. These comments were divided

into categories that relate to specific areas of concern

from the study. These categories were designated as:

(1) Comments favoring overall curriculum
develpment

(2 )

(3 )

( 4 )

{5 )

(6 )

Comments against overall curriculum
development

Comments regarding problematic concerns
in curriculum development .

Comments on the relationship of special
and regular curriculum objectives

Philosophical concerns

Miscellaneous concerns

Comments are reported as received with any interpretation a

factor of the categorizing process in Appendix E.
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SUMl-iARY

Chapter Four has included an item by item analysis of

the opinionnaire with analysis of responses by subgroups to
identify relationships between subgroup membership and

response patterns. It also included an analysis of the
provision of curriculum to support the IEP process in LD

programs in Iowa. The chapter reported, by curriculum
types, an analysis of the components, method of development,

and the perceived effectiveness of existing curriculum for
the learning disabled in the State of Iowa.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Summary

Chapter r of this study developed the relationship
between the rEP process as mandated in PL94-l42 and the

curriculum in existence for regu·la r e·du··ca·.tJ.·on.al.. programs.
It pointed out the fact that the IEP completely replaced any

existing curriculum for the special student and further,

that replacement becomes problematic in the actual

development process. These problematic areas led to the

conclusion that the IEP process is in need of

supplementation by some form of curriculum development.

This study was designed to develop information

regarding the extent to which the IEP process has been

supplemented with a formal written curriculum. It further

investigated the perceptions of professionals regarding the

development of a curriculum. In its scope the study was

limited to LD programs in Iowa during the 1983-4 school

year. It collected data from teachers of LD students and

AEA Supervisors of consultants for LD".programs in each of

the fifteen regions of the state. Data collected were

analysed in an effort to answer the following research

questions:
1. To what extent are there specific curricula in use

in learning disability programs?
2. What are the prevailing attitudes of professionals

regarding the thrust of curricula for the learning disabled?

3. What is the philosophical focus of curriculum

projects in use at the present time? How does this

information compare to what professionals feel the focus

should be?
4. What processes have been used in the development of

specific curricula for the learning disabled?
5. What relationship exists between currently used

curricula for the learning disabled and that in use for
. ?

regular educational programmlng.
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6. What is the per . d s:... ceave erfectiveness of curicula

currently in use?

7. What is the struct.ure f 'o currlcula currently in use
in programs £or the learning disabled?

Chapter Two reviewed categories of literature and

research relevant to the purpose of the study. This review

included a short history of educational programming for the

LD student, rEP related research concerns, and information

regarding the field of curriculum development. Conclusions
drawn from this review were:

1. The IEP process needs the support of curriculum
development process.

2. There is support for the development of

coordination between the curricular objectives for special
and regular educational programs.

3. The IEP process as now utilized is problematic in

nature.

4. Little information is available regarding the

existence of curricula to support the IEP process.

These conclusions guided the development of the questions

posed for this study.

Chapter Three outlined the methods and procedures used.

These included the selection .of a survey popUlation and four

primary sampling units chosen from professionals involved in

educational programming for the learning disabled in Iowa

for the 1983-84 school year, the development of a two-part

survey instrument and the time-line for the data collection

procedure. Also described was the analytical methodologies

applied to the resultant data.

Findings reported in Chapter Four included the

statisical analysis of Part A opinion responses by prlmary

sampling unit and total survey popUlation. Part B data was

reported
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by category of response as both frequencies and percentages
of response. Total response was not used because the

information gained regarding developing curricula was not

fel t to be useful in light of the fact that many were not

able to report complete descriptive information. The

findings from Chapter Four will be summarized in this

chapter in relationship to specific research questions they
were designed to address.

Question 11. To what extent are there

specific curricula in use in learning
disabilty programs?

If the survey sample represents LD programs in Iowa

during the 1983-4 school term, the following statements may

be inferred:

(I)

(2 )

(3 )

(4 )

( 5 )

Approximately one-third (35 percent) of
LD programs have or are developing a
curriculum.

Twelve percent of programs are currently
develooing curricula for LD students.
Curricula in existence designated for LD
students only, are available for
elementary, junior high or middle
schools levels only.

Curricula in existence for all disablity
areas are available at all instructional
levels.

Curricula are most often available for
the resource program model.

Ouestion n. What are the prevailing

attitudes of professionals regarding the

thrust of curricula for the learning

disabled?

On the effectivenesS of current IEP practices in the

State of Iowa:
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(I) Curren~ IEP practices are considered
effectlve at providing a comprehensive
general education for LD students.

(2) Re-entry into the mainstream of
educational programming is assured by
current IEP practices.

(3) Current IEP practices are in need of
supp~eme~tation i~ order to provide
longltudlnal contlnuity to individual LD
student's educational programs.

On the need for coordination of LD program objectives

with those of regular educational programming:

(I)

( 2 )

( 3 )

(4 )

There is a need for the use of regular
educational objectives in order to
maximize the LD student's ability to
re-enter the mainstream of regular
education.

Regular program objectives for the same
grade level are not considered to be
appropriate for the LD student.

Regular grade level objectives could be
utilized if modified with teaching
strategies and materials suitable to the
LD student's needs.
The regUlar program objectives should be
used to the maximum extent possible.

(7 )

( 6 )

( 5 ) There isn't a need for entirely separate
objectives to be developed for the LD
student.

Attitudes toward the use of regUlar
program objectives are essentially the
same for elementary and secondary
program levels.

There is disagreement with the statement
that the regular class objective should
be used in all areas except reading and
mathematics.

On the use of vocational skills for developing LD

stUdent's educational programs at the secondary level:



{l) No clear trend developed regarding the
use of vocational skills for LD students
at the secondary level.

On considerations for Minimum Competency Testing in

ion to the development of lEP's for LD students:

(1) T~e~e is a slight tendency to agree that
M1n1mum Competency Testing should be a
consideration when designing curricular
objectives for the LD student.

(2) Coordination between LD programs and
Minimum Competency Testing Would be
facilitated by the use of regular
program objectives for LD students.

On the need for differential between elementary and
secondary curriCUlum for the LD student:

(1) Curriculum for secondary and elementary
LD students should not be the same.
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In the areas of IEP effectiveness, the need to develop

a curriculum for the LD student based on objectives exclu

sively for that popUlation, and the need for differentiation

in curriculum for elementary and secondary, there seems to

a tendency for responses to be a factor of subgroup

membership. However, on all other statements this

membership did not seem to influence the response patterns.

Ouestion fl. What is the philosophical

focus of curriculum projects in use at the

present time? How does this information

compare to what professionals feel the

focus should be?

On what the current focus of curri

students is:

urn projects for LD

(l) eclectic approach is most often used
th the basic skills approach. the

single approach most often used.



(2) For secondary teachers the preferred
approach is the eclectic ap~roach.

(3) For e1ementary teachers the preferred
approach is the eclectic approach with
the ba~ic skills approach preferred by
one-thlrd of the respondents.

Question li. What processes have been used

in the development of specific curricula
for the learning disabled?

(1) Qver 90 percent of those with an
existing curriculum used a process of
adapting and combining existing
materials rather than developing new
material.

(2) LD teachers are the most frequent
developers of curriculum.

(3) Area Education Agency support personnel
and regular program teachers most often
work with the LD teachers.

(4) In no case are curriculum specialists
reported as being involved in the
developmental process.

Question n. What relationship exists

between currently used curricula for the

learning disabled and curricula in use for

regular educational programming?
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(1) Objectives for LD students are reported
most often to be the same as regular
educational progarm objectives but
contain revisions where necessary.

Question ll. What is the perceived

effectiveness of curricula currently in

use?

(1) Most respondents reported curriculum
currently in use for LD students to be
effective.
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Questipn li. What is the structure of

curricula currently in use in programs for
the learning disabled? ..

On actual subject matter contained in curricula:

(1) Curriculum for the LD student was
available in all content areas.

(2) The most frequent single sUbject
availability areas were mathematics
reading, and English. '

(3) Programs with curricula available on a
crosscategorical model are less often
reported as having all content areas
available.

(4) The content areas of social studies,
science, and vocational skills are less
often reported being available.

On the method utilized for choosing individual student

objectives:

(1) the individual teacher was the person
most often choosing objectives.

(2) Committee usage for objective choice was
above the fifty percent level.

(3) Testing results are reported as being
used in approximately one-third of all
cases.

On the use of computer capabilities to assist in

program development fa the learning disabled student:

( I ) Computer usage included identificat1pn
of individual student objectives,
monitoring of individual student
progress, program analysis and for
remedial and basic skills development.

On individual student assessment procedures

incorporated into the curriculum:

(I ) LD curricula most often utilized
assessment by standardized methods.



(2 )

(1 )

Cr~s~-categoriCal curricula most often
ut.i.I ~ tzed assessment by special
assessment instruments.

On the completeness f ho. t e various curriculum
•• '.... " ... I opment proj ects:

A s~atement of curricular philosophy was
a~a~lab17 for more than 80 percent of
tne curr~culum projects.

(2) An overall goal statement related to the
curric~lum itself was available in
approx~mately 80 percent of the
curriculum projects.

(3) Seventy to eighty percent of the
curriculum projects contained student
goals and objectives.

(4) Specification of mastery criteria was
available in more than 60 percent of the
curriculum projects.

(5) Other components frequently available
included additional assessment criteria,
student progress systems, curriculum
renewal systems, material development
procedures, curriculum valuation, parent
program consideration, a system of
student placement, and specification of
student options. .

Discussion
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This study was conducted in an effort to develop a body

of information regarding current practices and opinions of

professionals regarding the use of a base curriculum to

support the IEP process for programs providin~ educational

services to LD students. The process and results of this

study represent a very preliminary attempt to gather
information on this subject. Because of the preliminary

nature of the study, several concerns can be identified.

Among these are the following:
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1. Response analysis, especially from marginal

comment s , indicate a problem with commonality of perception
terms such as grade level placement, curriculum.

2. The questionnaire was confusing to some

spondents, especially in regard to its application to
tain program models.

3. All information useful to complete analysis was not
ilable.

If similar research were to be done in the future it
should attempt to compensate for these concerns. This could

be done by making a more agressive follow-up attempts using

a method of personal interviews to circumvent the problem of

commonality of definitional interpretation, wording the

questionnaire to ameliorate the confusion over applicability

of certain questions to partiCUlar program models and,

gathering demographic data about respondents and the

programs represented. The possibility of more complete
information on the AEA level could be addressed by a shift

from use of the fifteen supervisors to a random sampling
procedure applied to all consultants for LO programs from

the various area education agencies aI)d by utilizing
personal interviews with supervisors in order to obtain more

complete data.

Some data from this study are comparable to Alexander's

study of programs for secondary learning disabilities

programs in Tennessee in 19821. Alexander's study, though

limited to secondary programs, looked at the utilized and

preferred teaching approaches as well as the number of

programs that had a written curriculum. The following

tables show comparable data from the two studies.

lAlexander, pp. 112-51.
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Table 40

Comparison of the A '1
Curriculum inV81ability of a Written Secondary

LD Programs in Iowa and Tennessee

Tennessee
n %

Iowa
n %

Secondary LD
Written Curriculum 97 52.4 35 46.7

Table 41

Comparison of Perceived Effectl'veness of· ·Wrl'tten· S .econdary
Curriculum in Iowa and Tennessee

Perceived Effectivness Tennessee Iowa

Highly Effective
Moderately Effective
Somewhat Effective
Not Very Effective
Not At All Effective

53
113

13
4
2

28.6
61.1
7.0
2.2
1.1

12
18

1
o
1

37.5
56.3
3.1
0.0
3.1

Curricular or teaching approaches were investigated by

Alexander, however, there was a diffe~ence in the division

of the category designators, thus pro~ibiting any charted

comparison of results. Some of the areas that were

comparable in the responses of the secondary teachers were:

the most used approach reported by Alexander was the

academic while data from this stUdy indicate the most used

approach in Iowa to be the eclectic approach, the most

preferred or ideal approach indicated by Alexander was the

career approach while this study found the ec~ectic approach

to be the most preferred with the career oriented approach

preferred by only two respondents. An additional area of

comparison was the percentage of programs in each state with

an existing curriculum. This comparison must be viewed with

the time differential in mind. Alexander's study was

conducted in 1982 while data for this study was gathered one

year later. With this in mind the Tennessee study reported

52.4 percent of their secondary school programs for the
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learning disabled had a written curriculum while only 30.7

of Iowa's had a written curriculum with an additional 16.0
percent reporting that one was in the process of being
developed at the time of this study.

With the introduction of PL 94-142, programs for
students with special educational needs have ejoyed a rich

legacy of federal monetary support. This support emanated
from a need that was not effectively met by local

educational authorities. The pattern of such federal

intervention has been to move from the relative acceptance

of the mandate as a response to an unmet need ostensibly at

the crisis level with acquisition of strong federal

leadership to initiate the change to a period of

implementation with varing degrees of effectiveness. This

effectiveness is generally related in a positive manner to
the perception of local administration as to the need for

such education change. This can lead to either stagnation
with legal rather than substantive compliance to the

mandate, or integration of the special program into the
total offerings of the local educational program. If

integration is effective, the special. program becomes a part

of a continuum of services and loses a good deal of its

identity which in return tends to integrate the student in

need of special services. This has not happened to special

educational programs mandated under PL 94-142. However, the

indicators from this study of the need to build this type of

relationship are strong. The lack of support for a
separate, special set of objectives for LD students, and the

need for a direct relationship between regula~ and special

objectives, require a total commitment to integration of the

two sub-systems.

The low incidence of overall program curriculum

development, and the comments of resondents regarding a

needs for information concerning curriculum development

processes and products, seem to indicate a need for some
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system for providing such information to local curriculum

developers.. Since programming for LD students is relatively

new, no body of information regarding curriculum development

is in existence for this segment of the educational

community. Even though general curriculum development

theory applies, further information in the area of special

concerns for this population is needed to prevent a

"reinvent-the-wheel syndrom" from dominating developmental

practices. Information is additionally needed regarding

methods for integration of special educational programs and
students into the general educational milieu.

A system for provision of overall curriculum practic~

and procedural information should be undertaken on state as

well as national levels. A model for accomplishing this

goal require a system of local reporting of practices and

procedures as well as a method of analyzing and cateloging

the resultant data. To be effective such a system requires

total participation from LEA and SEA personnel involved in

program development for the LD student and also requires
that it be tied to funding systems. Such a system should be

integrated with a method of technical. assistance to local.
program providers.

This stUdy reported an number of responses indicating

that complete, teacher-controlled individualization was

required in order for programs to meet the requirements of

PL 94-142 and the needs of LD students. There is, however,

a real danger in a form of education that has as its

exclusive philosophy the individualization of" each student IS

program. Individualization and personalization approach is

an appropriate philosophical stance for special student

education. However, individualization of total program

objectives can lead to an individual student program that

will not synthesize into a meaningful whole or integrate in

a manner that will give the student useful skills in the
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societal environment. There is an acute danger when

ividualization is controlled longitudinally by
tiplicity of authorities.

Special education programs need to be based on the same

11 educational practices and structures provided to

regular educational programs. Special education is only a

part of larger educational institution and it is necessary

for those professionals involved in all phases of these

educational institutions of a specific setting to integrate

their efforts into a holistic process that includes all

students. Curriculum development should become an

administrative concern of the entire system and not one

special segment. This should lead to a comprehensive

heirachy of program offerings that would span the needs of

all students and allow for free flow of students within the

educational community.

Conclusions

In comparing different aspects of the study several

areas of concern identifiable. These aspects led to the

following conclusions.

1. Although a majority of respondents reported the IEP

process to be effective, there is a need to supplement the

process to assure the longitudinal continuity of program

objectives.

t or exclus ~ v e set of obJ"ectives for LD2. A separa e .L

students is not appropriate.

3. use of regular program objectives for the LD
'ate but modification of teachingst udan t is appropr 1. . r

strategies and mater Is is necessary.
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4. Opinions regarding the structure and philosophy on

a curriculum for the LD student should be based are
istent across various professional assignments.

5. Professionals utilize materials already in

ence as a basis for development of curricula for LD
ional programs.

6. The range of curriclum for LD programs is quite

row, with most available at the resource program level
pnly.

Recommendations for Further Study

1. Further investigation of all aspects of this stUdy

should be undertaken in greater detail as this study was

designed to identify areas of concern for further research.

2. Investigation of the IEP process to identify

aspects that are ineffective should be conducted. This

investigation shOUld look at one aspect of the IEP at a time

as well as the entire process.

~

3. Investigation of the impact of Mimimum Competency

~esting on the LD student's educational program.

4. Investigate the vocational skills component of

learning disabilities programs and evaluate any additional

needs in this area.

5. The use of regular program objectives for the

learning disabled students need further and more scientific

investigation.

6. Evidence needs to be gathered regarding the

effectiveness of the IEP process when a supporting

curriculum is in place.
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7~ Evidence needs to be gathered regarding the

ffect1veness of various curriculum models in existence at
s time.

8. Comparative data needs to be gathered as to the

ffectiveness of the various teaching approaches as applied
programs for the learning disabled.

9. Research should be conducted to ascertain the

fectiveness of a curricular supplement to the rEP proce-s.s
as a means of reducing teacher stress as well as reducing

the amount of teacher time spent in actual rEP development.

10. Comparison of percieved effectiveness of the IEP
process with actual effectiveness in provision of a

comprehensive educational program for LD students should be
made.

Recommendations for Professional Practice

1. Teacher education programs n~ed to address the area.
of developing goal and objective statements that relate

directly to assessment information for a specific student.

2. Teacher education programs need to address the area

of curriculum development theory and practice for teachers

in the field of education for the handicapped.

3. All educational programs for the lea~ning disabled

need to explore methods of gaining longitudinal continuity

for objectives offered.

4. A closer relationship needs to be developed between

fo.r the. regula.r education student and those forprograms

learning disability students.
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5. Curriculum development projects for special

education programs need to involve more areas of

ofessional expertise, especially the use of professional
curriculum development personnel.

6. Learning disability programs need to increase the

scope of curriculum to cover a broader range of program
models.

7. Special education teachers need further training in

curriculum development theory and practices if the rEP

process as now utilized is to provide a comprehensive

educational program to learning disablity students.

8. A central collecting procedure for curriculum

informational for the learning disabled is necessary to

process of development of new curriculum. This should be

initiated at the state level with some type of national

reciprocity.
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OPINION SURVEY

follo~ing statements relate to curriculum choices for the
pa r t.La LLy segre~ated l~arning disabled student in your
To . complete t hd s sect i on of the questionnaire, please

by cl.rclJ.ng SA (Strongly Agree), A (Agree), U (Undecided),
~agree), or SD (Strongly Disagree).

comprehensive general education for
students is assured by current IEP
tices.

Re-entry into the mainstream of edu
cation is assured by current IEP
practices.

Current IEP practices should be supple
mented in order to assure longitudinal
continuity* of individual program objec
tives.

Use of regUlar educational program
objectives would assure maximum re
entry opportunities for LD students.

LD student IEPs should be based on tha
same curricular objectives as regUlar
students placed at the same grade
level.

RegUlar grade level objectives are
appropriate for LD students but should
be modified with teaching strategies
and materials suitable to the LD
student's needs.

LO stUdent IEPs should be based on
curricular objectives developed ex
clusively for that popUlation.

LO student rEPs should be based on re
gUlar program objectives to the maximum
extent possible.

SA A IT D SO

SA A IT 0 SD

SA A IT D SD

SA A IT 0 SD

SA A IT D SD

SA A IT D SD

SA A IT D SD

SA A U D SD
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SA A U D SD

SA A U D SO

SA A U 0 SD

SA A U D SD

SA A U D SD

SA A U D SOstudent IEPs at the K-B levels
be based on regular program

ives.

student IEPs should be based on
pro~ram objectives in all areas

xcept read~ng and mathematics.

student IEPs in the area of reading
be based on a developmental

~~~..=~,n of reading skills.

student IEPs in mathematics should
based on a developmental sequence of

~ucill,atics skills.

student IEPs at the secondary level
should be based on regUlar program
objectives.

LD student IEPs at the secondary level
should be based on a vocational skill
development model.

Minimum Competency Testing should be
considered in designing curricular

ectives for LD students.

Coordination of LD programs and .
Minimal Competency Testing programs
would be facilitated by a direct re
lationship between regular and LD
program objectives.

SA A U 0 SD

SA A U D SD

SA A U D SDCurriculum for learning disabled
students at the secondary level should
differ from that at the elementary level.

Longitudinal Continuity the quality of an educational
program that assures the monitoring and evaluating of sk~lls
and ideas taught at any level to assure the . are appr opr aa t c
to those taught at previous and future levels of e duc a t i.onaL
programming.
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PART B
CURRENT CURRICULUM PRACTICES SURVEY

DIRECTIONS: Please read the following questions and mark the
appropriate response. In some cases mUltiple re
sponses are appropriate.

1. A written curriculum has been developed specifically for
learning disabled students in this district.

___Yes
___No

2. A written curriculum has been developed on a cross-categorical
model that encompasses programs for the learning disabled in
this district.

___Yes
___No

3. A written curriculum is now in the process of being developed
for learning disability students in this district.

___Yes
___No

==================================================================
If you have answered "NO" to hLL of the above statements, you need
not answer the remainder of the questionnaire.
=============================~====================================

4. A written curriculum for learning disability students is
available for the following instructional levels:

___Elementary (K-6)
___Junior Bigh(7-8)
___Middle School(S-8)
_~_Secondary(9-l2)
___Other (Please specify) _

5. A written curriculum for learning disability students applies
to students placed in:

____Regular classes with consulting teacher
___Resource room program

Self-contained class with integration---
Self-contained class---

____Other (Please specify) --------------------



Directions:
The following questions are based

program model descriptions. Please
appropriate answer.

125
on these

check the

Program Models;
Compensatory Model

Basic Skill Model

Tutorial or Content Model

Work Study or
Vocational Model

Learning Strategies
or Process Hodel

Eclectic Model

Emphasis is on teaching students
survival skills so they may
function in society.

Emphasis is on instruction and
remediation in the basic skills.

Emphasis is on the acquisition
of specific course content.

Emphasis is on instruction on
job related skills and
on-the-job experience.

Emphasis is on how to learn and
the development of underlying
neuropsychological structures
rather than on teaching specific
content.

A combination of the above,
based on the needs of individual
students.

l\'lodel

6. Curriculum objectives for the learning disabled student at the
secondary level should be based on a:

Compensatory Model----
Basic Skill Model

---~Tutorial or Content Model _
---War k study or Vocational Mode.l

Learning Strategies or Process
--~Eclectic Model

Other (Please specify) _----
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Curriculum objectives for the learning disabled student at the
elementary level should be based on a:

___Compensatory Model
___Basic Skill Model
_____Tutorial or Content Model
___Work Study or Vocational Model
___Learning Strategies or Process Model
___Eclectic Model
____Other (Please specify) _

8. The philosphical emphasis of the curriculum is:

___Compensatory Model
___Basic Skill Model
____Tutorial or Content Model
___Work Study or Vocational Model
___Learning Strategies or Process Model
___Eclectic Model
___Other (Please specify) __

9. The curriculum is available in the following content areas:

___Mathematics
____Reading
_____English (Language Arts)
____Social Studies
___Science
___Vocational
___All content areas
___Other (Please specify) _

10. Students objectives are chosen from the curriculum by:

____~IEP committee
___Individual teacher
___Specified standardized test scores
~__Specified non-standardized ~est.sco~es

____Specified curriculum-related crlterlon testing
_____ No specified means

Other (Please specify) __----



11. Objectives for the special
program objectives:
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curriculum relate to regular

___By using the same objective base vdth no revisions.
___By using the same objective base with appropriate

revisions.
___In no specified manner.
__--Other {Please specify) __

12. The special curriculum for the learning disabled student is
designed to be used with the computer to:

____Identify specific objectives for the individual student
___Monitor individual student progress
___Develop over-all program analysis information
___Other (Please specify) _

13. Individual student assessment procedures incorporated into the
curriculum include:

___Only criteria specified for each objective.
___Specially designed assessment instruments.
____NO assessment considerations.

Standardized assement procedures coordinated with----specific types of objectives.
_____Other (Please specify) _

14. The curriculum was developed by:

____Adopting co~~ercial material without changes (specify
sou r ce of mater ial s::..·· _

Adapting and combining a variety of available materials.
-----Adapting regular curricular object~ves and methods.

The use of materialS developed entlrely by local-----personnel.
Other (Please specify) ~--------~---

-----



___Support
___Support personnel
___ Learning disctbil
___Regular program teache'rs
______Subject area
___ Learning disabil
___ Parents
___Curr specialists ..
___Community resource people
___Other (Please specify)

:-:--:-::-----~~~.....::-.=--.....:.-

16. Tbe c urr iculum used in your program: is::

____highly effective
____moderatel:{ effective
___slightly effective
___not very effective
___not at all effective

17 ~' Components
apply)

in the curt: all that

____A statement of overall philosophy of educational intent.
___Overall curricular goal and objectives
____Individual student goals
___Individual student objectives t

___Mastery criteria for objectives
____Assessment procedures in addition to mastery criteria
___Curriculum maps for individual skills
___ Individual student progress system
_____ System for curriCUlum renewal on periodic basis
___~Instructional materials development
___Overall curriculum evaluation procedure
____Parent program considerations
____~System of coordination with Minimal Competency Testing

procedures
______System of student placement
_~",,--Svstem for physical design of classrooms "
_____System of program design -- (ie specifications for

placement in program model by level of performance
on curriculum placement instruments)

Continued on next page
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___Instructional materials rnanagement system
___Instructional activities management system
___Coordination with Community Services
___Specifications of student program options (ie self

contained, resource, etc.
____Specification of texts and materials
___Other (Please specify) _

18. Please use the following space to make any comments you wish
regarding curriculum development for students in learning
disability programs.
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PART B

CURRENT CURRICULUM PRACTICES SURVEY

DIRECTIONS: Please read the following questions and mark the
appropriate response. In some cases mUltiple re
sponses are appropriate.

1. A wr i tten curr iculum has been developed specifically for
learning disabled students in this A.E.A.

___Yes
___No

2. A written curriculum has been developed on a cross-categorical
model that encompasses programs for the learning disabled in
this A.E.A.

___Yes
___No

3. A written curriculum is now in the process of being developed
for learning disability students in this A.E.A.

___Yes
___No

=====================================:==-=======,=================:=
If you have answered "NO" to ALL of the above statements, you need
not answer the remainder of the questionnaire.
=========:=:============================:====:::=====::::.======================

4. A wr i tten cu r r .i cu I urn for learn ing disability st uderrt s is
available for the following instructional levels:

____~Elementary(K-6)
____Junior High{7~8)

____Middle School{5-8)
____Secondary(9~12)

___Other (Please specify) ---

5. A wr it ten cur r iculum for learning disability; students applies
to students placed in:

_____ Regular classes with consulting teacher
_____Resource room program

Self-contained class with integration----
If-contained class

__.. __ Other (Please cify)



Direct are on

r.r.2gt amMQdels;,
Compensatory Model students

'may

Skill Model

ial or Content

Work Study or
Vocational Model

Learning Strategies
or Process Model

on instruction and
bas

is on acquisi tion
of specific course content.

Emphasis is on instruction on
job related ills and

experience.

to learn and
of underlying

neur.oi=is;;!rcl'w:lol!:ii,cal structures
ratber than on teaching spec ifLc
content.

ic Model the above,
of individual

..
6. Curriculum objectives for the learning disabled student at the

secondary level should be based on a:

____Compensatory Model
____Basic Skill Model

Tutorial or Content Model_--.....-
______Work Study or Vocational Model
____Learning Strategies or Process Model
_____Eclectic Model
___Ot he r (Plea se spec ify) .::.- _
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Curriculum objectives for the learning disabled student at the
elementary level should be based on a:

______Compensatory Model
___Basic Skill Model
______Tutor ial or Content Model
___Work Study or Vocational Model
____Learning Strategies or Process Model
____Eclectic Model
____Other (Please specify) _

B. The philosphical emphasis of the curriculum is:

____Compensatory Model
____Basic Skill Model
___Tutorial or Content Model
____Work Study or Vocational Model
____Learning Strategies or Process Model
___Eclectic Model
___Other {Please specify) _

9. The curriCUlum is available in the f6l1owing content areas:

____Mathematics
___Reading
____English (Language Arts)
___Social Studies
____Science
___Voca t ional
_____ All content areas
___Other (Please spec Lfy j ; _

10. Students objectives are chosen from the curriculum by:

__~_IEP committee
___Individual teacher
~__Specified standardized test scores

pecified non-standardized test scores
___Specified curriCUlum-related criterion testing
__~ No specified means
___Other (Please specify) _
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pr:ogram objectives:
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to regular

wi th no revisions e

base with appropriate
_~_By us ing the same
_~_By using the same

revisions"
___In no specified manner ..
___Other {Please specifYJ~ _

12.. The special cur r um .for the learning disabled student is
designed to be used with the computer to:

___Identify specific objectives for the individual student
_~_Monitor individual student progress
___Develop over-all program analysis information
_____Other {Please specify} _

13" Individual student assessment procedures incorporated
curriculum include:

___Only criteria
___Specially des~~..~v
____"No

14. The curriculum was developed by:

_____ Adopting commercial material without changes (specify
source of materials) _

Adapting and combining a var i.e t.y o~ available materials.
---Adapting r e qul.ar curricular obJect~ve~ an~ methods.

The use of mater ial s developed en t Lr e Iy by local----
personnel.

__~.Other {Please spe c Lfy ) ....;---- --



The per sonne1
included:

involved an design and development
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procedures

___Administrative per.sonnel (local)
___Support personnel (local)
___Support personnel (AEA)
___Learning disability teachers
___Regular program teachers
___Subject area consultants
___Learn ing disability consultants (outs ide)
___ Parents
___Curriculum development specialists.
___Community resource people
____Other (Please specify} ~__~~

16. The curriculum used in your A.E.A. is:

____highly effective
___moderately effective
____slightly effective
___not very effective
____not at all effective

17. Components incl uded in the curriculum are: (check all t.hat
apply)

___A statement of overall philosophy of educational intent.
___Overall curricular goal and objectives
___ Individual student goals
___Individual student objectives ~

____Mastery criteria for objectives
____Assessment procedures in addition to mastery c r iter ia
~__ Curriculum maps for individual skills
_____ Individual student progress system
_~_System for curriculum renewal on periodic basis
__~_Instructional materials development
___Overall curriculum evaluation procedure
___Parent program considerations
___System of coordination with Minimal Competency Testing

procedures
~ System of student placement
_~_System for physical design of. classr~o~s,. _
____ System of program design -- (Le speCIfIcatIons r or

placement in program model by level of performance
on curriculum placement instruments)

Continued on next page
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___Instructional materials management system
___Instructional activities management system
___Coordination with community services
___Specifications of student program options (ie self

contained, resource, etc.
______Specification of texts and materials
___Other {Please specify) _

18. Please use the following space to make any comments you wish
regarding curriculum development for students in learning
disability programs.



COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

October 27, 1983

Dear"

APPENDIX B: Cover Letter

DES MOINES, IOWA 50311
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I am in the process of doing my dissertation under the
supervision of Dr. Paul Joslin, Department of Education, Drake
University. The main objective of this research is to get a
picture of current opinion and practices in the development and
usage of curriculum for the learning disabled student in Iowa.

Your name came up in a random sample of learning disabil i ty
teacher s , I would like your cooperation in the completion of
the enclosed questionnaire and its return by November 10, 1983
in the enclosed, self-addressed, stamped envelope.

Your responses on this survey instrument will be treated with
the total group and will not be individually identifiable in the
f i.n.i I document.

If you wish a summary of my findings, indicate so on the final
page of the questionnaire and a copy will be mailed to you.

Thank you for your contribution to this project.

Sincerely,

Patricia L. Tschantz
Doctoral Candidate
Drake University



APPENDIX C: Follow-up

D~ UN'IVEFl.SITY
DES MOINES, IOWA 50311

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

November 26, 1983

Dear _
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As part of my doctoral study, you received a questionnaire
regarding curriculum development in learning disability
programs in the state of Iowa. To date your questionnaire
has not been received.

I would very much appreciate it if you would complete the
questionnaire and return it as soon as possible.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Patricia Tschantz
Doctoral Candidate
Drake University



138APPENDIX D: Additional
Tables for Chapter Four

Tables of Results for Developing Curriculum

Table 42

IY"lstr'uctic'l'"lal Level Availability il'"l Prol;wams
Reporting a Developing Curriculum

-------------------------------------------------------------'----
I'flstruct ional

Level
Number in

Categm"y
Pet~cent of
Developing

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Elementary 3 1'=' 5......

Junior High 3 12.5

Middle School 4 16.7

Seniot~ High 0 00. 0

All Levels 3 1':> 51.-.

----------------------------...;..------------'-----------------------------

Table 43

Proqram Model Availability in Programs
Reporting a Developing Curriculum

--------------------------------------
-------------------:--d--l--- N·llr,'ber i n ~ Pet~ceYltage of

Prog'r~am !'IO e "
Category Developing Total

----------------l----C-l--------------~-----------~:~;-------------
Regu ar .: ass

Resource Room

5el f Cm',tained
WI I nt egt~at i on

Se1 f Cm"lt a i l'l.ed

11

8

4

45.8

33.3

16.7

-------------------------_...... --
----------~~-~--~-------------------
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Table 52

Avai 1 able Curriculum Components i n Developirlg
Programs with a Developiny Curriculum

Comporierre Number in
Category

Percer.t of
Developing Total

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Curt"'icul urn
Eva 1 uat i on

Parent Program

Minimal Compo
Testing

St udent
Placement
System

Classroom Design

Progt"'am
Placemerlt

Materials
Management

Activities
Management

Communi ty
Coord ina t i or,

Speci fict ion of
5t udent opt iOYI

Specification of
Materials

4 16.7

3 12.5

2 8.3

7 29.2

0 00. 0

4 16. 7

5 29. 8

2 B. 3

3 12. 5
:-

5 20. 8

2 B. 3

-----------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 52

Avaj lable CUl""'riculum Components i n Developir,g
Prol;wams wi th a Developing Curricllium

--------------------_._._._------'-------_._---_._-----._-----_._---------
Componerlt Number ir.

Category
Percer.t of
Developing Total

--_._------------_.-.--_._----_._-----_._----------_.-._------'.-;.------,-----
Statement of 9
Philosophy

37.5

Overall 11
Cu.rricular
Goals

45.B

Individual 11
St udent GCla 1 s

45.B

Individual 12
Student
Objectives

50.0

Mastery Criteria a 33.3

Additional 5
Assessment
Criteria

20.B

2 B. 3

5 20. 8

..
4 16. 7

3 12. 5Matel'"'ials
Development

Curricul urn Maps

Curriculum
Renewal System

Student Progress
Systerl'l

Tab 1 e 52 cant i nued OY'l next page _
----~---_._ ......._--_.........-------,-------_.__-.._--_.--.._._----_......---



Table '50

Persorme 1 Involved i rl Desi:gn ar.dDevel opment
Procedures' in Pro!!!rams with .

a Developing Curriculum

Persor......el
Involved

Number ir.
Category

Percent of
Developing Total

Administrative
Local

10 41.6

Local Support 3 12.5

AEA Support 9 37.5

LD Teachers 15 62.5

Regular Teacher 7 29.2

SUbject Area
Corls·ultant

2 B.3

LD Consul tar.t 7 29.2

Parents 3 12.5

Curriculum
Specialists

1 04.2

Community Resource 0 00.0

Table 51

Relatio.....ship of Developing Curriculum
Objectives to Regular Program

Objectives
-;~,_.............,--_._-,~....... ,......iolo;j;,;;_ ..........._-~-_.....---_._._.__._--......~_.~---------_.__._----'---'------

Percent of
Developing Total

Relationship NUn1ber in
Category

.....__......_......._................_........_- ....-..............._,,.;,;;;;,.--------,---~----,--~._._._._--------...;._._--_._-------'
Same DbJ act i ves III 0121. 121 •

Same ObJec~ives 15
W/Revisions

62.5

No Specified 2 8.3
...............".... -._._.,..........._----_.........;..._------._---------_.............----'"'-"-----_ ......-----_......---_._------
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Table 48

I rid i vi d uaI St udeYlt Assessment Procedut"es
Incot"pot"ated irato Developing

Cut"r leu 1UM

ual Number in
Category

Pet"cer,t of
DevelopiYIQ Total

Special
IYlstruments

No Assessment
Procedure

StandCill"'dized
Assessments

5

5

1

9

Table 49

20.8

20.8

4.2

37.5

Method Used in Curriculum Development for
Pl"'ogramswith Developing Curriculum

Method of
DevelopmeYlt

Number iYI
Ca.t.egory

PerCEYlt of
1>evelopiYlg Total

Adopting Com- 1
mSl"'cil Material

Adapting and 11
Combirdng

Rdapting RegUlar 10
ObJEctiVES

04.2

45.8

41.7

Locally Developed 1 04.2
"'.,_ ......... __, .-..·_;_._••••i,..............~ ·_....... ·............ - ....;;.---~_.•_--;..--_._- ......--_._------
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Table 45

Reported Method of Cham•. irlg !Yldividual
Studer-It Objectives byProgr.ams

wi th Developir,g Curricuhul1

Committee 12

Method of
Choice

Number in
Category

Percerit of
Developing Total

50.0

ividual 10
Teacher

zed ,;
Test

um- ,;
Related

Non-Standardized 2:
Test

41 ..7

25.0

25.0

B.3

TalJle47

Desigrlated Computer Usage with Developing CUY'riculum

Type of
Uti lizat ion

Number in
Category

Perce.....t of
:neveloping Total

Identify 1
ObJEH~t i ves

Monitor Student 3
Progress

Program Rnalysis 1

4.2

12.5

4.2

Other* 3 12.5

*' 2=Student Skill Practice l=lndividUal Teacher
Usage OYlly
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Table 44

Phi losophical Considerat iorls lof Develc,ping
CurriclJl urn Projects

Preferred
Elem.

rl 1-

Utilized

45.. 8

1 4 .. 2

1 4. 2

1 4. 2'

1 4. '=''-

3 12. 5

11

Preferred
Second.

!'''I '1-

45" 8 20 83. 8

20..8 0 0" 0

0. 0 0 0. 0

0" 0 0 0.0

0 ..0 .0 0. 0

16. 7 2 B. 34

5

o

o

11

Approach

Table 45

Contef'tt Area Availability for Programs with
.Developing Curt""iculurtt

Cont SY"lt Area Number in
Category

Percent of
Developing Total

Mathematics 10 41.£

8 33.3

EYlg 1 ish 11 45.8

50c:ial Studies 10 41.6

Scienc:e 9 37.5

3 12.. 5
'.
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APPENDIX E: Cpmments

Comments Favor inn Overall Cu·rr ;cu··l·um. D:::I. ... eve l opment

would like to see one (curriculum) developed in our
snool district, but too small, too little funds.

it is my opinion that adequate curriclum has not

being developed or implemented on a

significance. I feel it is an area that needs

r and it demonstrates a lack of

effectiveness on the part of LD programs

the process of writing curr iculum for all

that·Iteach to my students for 'full'
·creaj.t.

We do not have a curriculum at this

gcfingtobeworking on one in the future.

ei.n.y good<resources ··that I could look at, I

about them.

time. We are

If you know of

would appreciate

The .counselor,. pr incipal, Area per sonneI and

t:eachers~10rk together with the students and LD instructor.
for whathaspro.ven to be a very good program for nearly all

the students.
'* This seems to be an area that could use more

standardization!
'* I I m enclosing the curriculum checklist we have just

wri ttenthis year for junior high and high school.
'* Each teacher or school team develops curriculum for

LD students at this time. There are four LD teachers in my

scboo t , we use the same special program--all other materials

and activities are selected individually. We are not

involved in curriculum development of r e qu Lar classes in

which our LD students participate ..
*..... interested in availability of information

regarding a written curriculum.
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.. i

agalnst overall Curriculum geyelQPlnent.

Curriculum for students in the LD (RTP) progr.ams

not be a general curr Lcu Lum for all but curr iculum

individual and his needs. It should be progressive

for the individual student •

• Many times too much emphasis is placed on

rlculums.

school district is in the process of

inforcing our curriculum. the LD programs

,. because it is the feeling of the

that a curriculum is almost an

of the ~ndividualization involved.

thelt you would have to write a curriculum

student? Isn' t that done to a great extent by the

*

I don't have a written curriculum. All LD students

so therefore the curriculum would not always

The students need to learn most of the same things

how theylearnithemis different. I stress reading,

understanding· what yourea.d, and writing .••••

At our highschool, we assess. difficulties and write

object.ives.. Included in the goals is always to succeed in

highschool and gtaduate. • ••• The purpose of PL94-l42 was to

fitpr(>gramsto kids, not kids to programs.

* ... The whole idea of an IEP is to individualize a

student's learning.
* In our par t Lcu.Lar setting, every student is treated

as an individual. A written curriculum cannot encompass all

of our students. All of our students are exp~cted to attain

tbesame amount of credits required for graduation as

regular education students. These credits may be in the

form of modified curriculum including basic requirements.

* I feel stongly that ID students differ so greatly in

their deficits that it woUld be hard to write a general

curriculum.
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. '*. I feel it would be very difficUlttp<co:me<up with a

JSI.JHclflC curriculum in a LD proq ram because t.·her e are so
different needs to be met within each child that there

always a lot of common ground.

When the courts are making a rUling in a case which

appropr iate education under PL94-142, they

IEP r s on the bas i s of bow it meets 'indiVidual

e should not be an IEP exactly like anot.her , All

involved with the student are bound to provide for

needs of the students as specified in the
rely the LD teacher. They are :all held

It is viewed as inappropriate to teach

curriculum. All students should

ities to achaeve competencies whenever

the curriculum development for students in

be based on the individual student.

be based from lack of needs to needs desired

skills.

should not bea general curriculum for all but

for the individual and his needs. It should be

and paced for the individpal student.

So mucbof my work depends on the emotional response

cbild--self esteem can change a program

cveJeoight........ that change can come through remediation of basic

sltills--or emphasis on an interest area. Really is hard to

pin-point needs as each student is so different.

* These questions are ridiculous. An IEP should be

wh~tit says it is an individually educational plan geared

to the needs of the student.. It shoukd take ~im from where

he is to where he can go. Compensating skillS' should be

taught where Skills cannot be remediated or remediated

Quickly enough. Junior high and high school students are

individuals not a herd of cattle. Each kid has his or her

pot.ential, just as we all do. Curriculum guides could

inclUde bas ic information, checklists t mater ials available,

what works and what doesn't.
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problematik conceID~ in curriculum

I am not sure that all of the things covered here

necessary, and even that theywouldn' t get in the

primary goal, which is to return our students to

classroom in all areasin~s short a time as

've seen programs get too carried away with

and management that they loose sight of the

a comprehensive curriculum for secondary

students is a difficult task. Our

ie outline of information to be covered,

dependent on the student's individual nees ,

that general curriculum development is

However, coming tl.p· specific curriculum to use

is impractical due to individual

needs. There will be too many var lances to

curric1.11um·practical.

Curriculum devlopment·· for the LDstudent is a very

process. Not only does the eur r Lcn'Lum have to cover

fUll gamut of Individual needs, i~ has to also take into

consideration a.dapta.tionsof regular classroom materials.

curriculum must reme i.n flexible and usable yet cover as

as possible-"'not an easy process. It must undergo

continual revision.
'#; Any Curriculum development must take the wide

variance of types of disabilities and severity of those

disabilities into consideration.
'#; There is a great diffiCUlty in developing cu r r i cLul.m

for the LD student which compounds as the student progresses

iri grade level. Through fourth grade, it is relatively

s.imple to maintain a developmental sequence of basic

instruction focusing on the handicapping condition.

However, by the time the student reaches high school, we

have found that specially written content material seems to
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the stUdent and faculty •t the needs and acceptance of

............ ""t it helps!

* We are trying to modify a curriculum

We are not very organiz.ed,· but we
, since we have few alternatives for
of our size •

•• Area Education people are constantly reviewing and

~.•~;~l1il~ib~li:shinlg curr iculum in individual subject areas, but

teachers from the area are asked to assist • I am

there are curriculums being established but I
as to thei~ content.

k at the junior high level in a resource room.

development is often done by the resource

feel that it should be more of a joint

regular and special teachers. Teachers would

better curricula if they were given release

to do it.

PL94-142 was implemented, the local school

dia not modify or allow major curriculum changes

ied on the special teacher to take care of the

Because of the immenseness of the task, the job

done. .
* Curriculum development sounds "more like a

self-contained LD concept. A resource room program is

supp.osedlybuilt around deficits within the areas or basic

in academic , social and perceptual skills. The

re:mediationof these may be done in any number of ways. No

one curriculum could be appropriate for all children. There

are toom.any fctor s involved: the classroom teacher IS

philOSophy, the reliability of test scores, h~w the social

and academic over lap wi thin the child, the child IS

emotionality, etc. Every child I have served has been

unique and each curriculum has been unique .••...
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I feel strongly that tD students differ so greatly

r deficits that it would be hard to write a general

1~~~~:~~;I:'~~cul Many students when reached :early enough can

regular curriculum and be successful. Many

handle parts of regular curriculum.

we have those that cannot read r therefore,

I other learning, then and only then should an

be removed from regular curricullum

We try to prepare them for life as it really
a, protected life.

students will benefit from a program closely

of the r e quLar classroom, others need a

more to thei.r needs. Those with a great

J:eading and math skills need a program focusing

at the level of the student not the class.

do follow r e qu Lar course objectives but they

ectives of the 3 rd grade when the student is

in 5t.h grade. What I feel they don't need, I skip

add objectives that apply specifi7ally to them. this

task behavior. .

We don "t have a general-alI-encompassing policy

LD students and regular curriculum. Each child

remedial help in his lowest areas and the aim is to

him back into regular classroom as soon as pass ible.

With>the new Iowa standards, however, most of the children

are so far behind by the time they qualify for placement the

in.the Resource Room that it takes years to catch them up.

* I am in the process of writing curriculum for all

English classes that I tea.ch to my student for I full'

credit.. These are the classes t.hat ! provide the entire

instJ:uctional program for. I use the regular classroom

objectives on my IEP (also stated as such) for any class

.Q.D .~. realtionshi~ .Q!. speci'Ql .a.n.aIeSJ,llaI
.~1~~~o..!o<JJ...I...w:D ob j ec t tV?s •
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I provide tutor ial instruction in. Regular classroom

rials and modifications are also listed on the IEP. For

classes that I teach reading and/or math to, I

.··~~)fjl~}entrate mainly on the basics •

• • • an LD student is capable of meeting the same

in a different way and rate.

My philosophy regarding the cur r Lcuf.ar needs of the

is somewhat different. It is my opinion, that

learns more, and enjoys school more, when he

with a "catch" up system all the time. For

uctors have tutored and tried to help

LD student in courses which they had little

success. As an adult, I don I t think I would like

.ralCE~d with a daily stress situation of whether or not

a course. Usually, knowledge gained from this

tng isshortlived, and the general concepts

soon forgotten.

rather place an LD student in a class which was

his needs. If the present curriculum does not

class, then create one. For example the LD

s;tU(l:en,tsin this school take a survival sk.ills course as

social studies requf.r ement., Reading

class is offered, stressing reading and thinking

in place of Arnerican Literature. I also teach a

n ied class in Western CiVilization, and Civil and

.&..u, l Law •••/
'/it ....... The SCI program needs to have separate objectives

and curriculum in the content areas.

PbiJ,OieoPoical eQncetns.
" »

'/it I think. strong emphasis shOUld be placed on skill

development at elementary (especially Primary), by 4th and

5th add tutorial and by lOth start replacing skill

development with life skills and vocational while
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I have found when talking to various profesionals

not all use the same definitions of some

terms. So possibly I have not answered in the

intended.

many of your quesitons to be ambiguous and

to broad interpretation. I do not see how you

obtain a valid sampling based on this

is so generalized! The nature of LD or any

educe.t ional program is that these students are

• Eaeh is different and has differing needs. It

dlstr iets policy seems to stive more to meet

needs than your survey seems to suggest.

Some of the questions lack clarity. For instance,

Ing of regular gEade level ~lassroom objective I

yOU meant the grade level at ~hich the student

out at, not the grade at which be placed.

intaining tutorial. By·· 12th I ·wo·~lA t.o·t.a.lly·
U \..l replace Basic

Is wi th Life Skills for most kids.

I also believe in competency requirements for

}~1talouation if a standard diploma is given ..

',
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